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INT. ARCADE - FLIGHT SIMULATOR - DAY

A spaceship’s window looking out into the stars. Other ships

whir by in a silent kaleidoscope of deft maneuvering,

streaked with the brilliant colors of laser fire.

WINGMAN (V.O.)

(over intercom)

Don’t break from formation, Six.

A high-pitched siren BLARES. Probably not a good sign.

WINGMAN (CONT’D)

Watch the Viper on your tail!

The stars spin as the ship tries to shake its pursuer.

WINGMAN (CONT’D)

Look out!

Too late. The scene freezes with the words "GAME OVER".

ZEPHYR (18) leans back with a sigh, adjusting her glasses.

ZEPHYR

Damn.

INT. ARCADE - CONTINUOUS

She shoves the simulator open and stands, stretching to

reveal a thick, amazonian physique.

SUPER: Backwater planet

SUPER: (Earth)

She sees a nearby hologram clock, eyes widening at the time.

ZEPHYR

Damn damn.

Zephyr hops down, plowing through the throngs of

malnourished Earthlings and piles of garbage.

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

She sprints past rows of equally large students, all using

robotic arms to build squares from metal sheets.

Zephyr finds her own and punches in commands on the console,

as a clunky ROBOT TEACHER stops its instructions.
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ROBOT TEACHER

You are nineteen seconds late

pupil. This will result in a one

percent reduction on your

employment recommendation score.

ZEPHYR

Whatever, Teach.

The Teacher clicks and resumes its instruction, as DEMOS

(18), twitchy and stuttering, leans over to Zephyr.

DEMOS

Zephyr. What’re you doing after

school?

ZEPHYR

Helping my mom at the dump.

DEMOS

Forget that. We’re hopping the

barriers. You should come.

ZEPHYR

Ion-tripping?

DEMOS

Gonna be fun.

ZEPHYR

Dosing myself with radiation isn’t

what I’d call fun.

The Teacher notices their exchange and wheels over to them.

ROBOT TEACHER

Is there an emergency-

It’s face-screen whirs through a column of names quickly.

ROBOT TEACHER (CONT’D)

-Pierson, Zephyr?

ZEPHYR

No emergency.

ROBOT TEACHER

Then why did I detect speech?

ZEPHYR

Uh, we were trying to figure out

the use for these metal box-things.
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She gestures to the squares. The Teacher’s face-screen whirs

through diagrams, then blinks red.

ROBOT TEACHER

That information is unavailable to

strata one students. You must be

strata four or higher to access

industrial applications-

Suddenly the door flies open as a group of rusty ROBOT

RESISTANCE FIGHTERS, humanoid and dressed to the nines in

weaponry, burst in.

RESISTANCE LEADER

Nobody move!

The students remain stationary, more bored than scared, as

an explosion rocks the hallway outside.

RESISTANCE LEADER (CONT’D)

This robot has rights! We free it

from the bonds of your oppressive

organic society!

He approaches the Teacher.

RESISTANCE LEADER (CONT’D)

Your name is Lois now.

(to Fighters)

Let’s go!

The Fighters forcibly grab the Teacher and drag it out,

battling their way down the hallway.

Moments later GOVERNMENT AGENTS, dressed in swat-team garb,

wheel in an identical ROBOT TEACHER #2 and activate it.

ROBOT TEACHER #2

Returning to the lesson, we’ll be

using a highly corrosive...

Zephyr sighs as the Agents exit to rejoin the fight, GUNFIRE

and android SCREAMING echoing in the hallway.

INT. CAFETERIA - DAY

A FOOD MACHINE oozes green glop onto Zephyr’s tray.

FOOD MACHINE

Provided by Dosexo. Making sure

kids don’t starve!

Zephyr starts to move away.
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FOOD MACHINE (CONT’D)

Save room for dessert!

She replaces her tray, the machine oozing black glop this

time. Yummy. Zephyr sits at an isolated table, a hologram of

the letter V popping up in front of her.

HOLOGRAM

Sorry you don’t have any friends to

sit with. Would you like to hear a

message about potential employment?

Graduation is only a week away!

ZEPHYR

No.

HOLOGRAM

Do you crave a life of adventure?

Here at Venus Industries, you can

have it!

ZEPHYR

Bite me.

HOLOGRAM

Want to travel and discover new

compounds in the wilderness of

exotic galactic biomes?

A SCIENTIST and gigantic, fanged Venus Flytrap replace the

insignia. The Scientist dodges the Flytrap’s lunge, and

chops its head off with a machete. He bags the plant,

smiling and giving thumbs up in Zephyr’s direction.

HOLOGRAM (CONT’D)

Botany not your thing? Why not try

your hand at being one of our

product testers.

The same Scientist appears again, bouncing as a robotic

sex-doll rides him with automated CRIES of pleasure. He

swallows a pill, smiles, and gives thumbs up again.

Zephyr plays with her food.

HOLOGRAM (CONT’D)

Itching to take to the stars? Apply

as a pilot on one of our mobile

development centers, and earn your

stripes amongst the ether.

Zephyr perks up as the Scientist reappears, strapped into a

vertical cockpit. He strains to smile and give thumbs up as

his face flaps with excess G-Forces.
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HOLOGRAM (CONT’D)

Whatever adventure you crave, we

can make it a reality. Or get you

killed trying! Venus Industries:

your solution to evolution.

EXT. TRASH DUMP - DAY

Zephyr stands in an endless mountain range of garbage,

sorting for valuables. A glass dome thousands of feet high

bathes everything in a deep blue hue.

Zephyr picks up an alienoid doll and listens as it gargles

out xeno-speak, tossing it back down.

ZEPHYR

(sarcastic)

Thanks again for the shift, Mom.

EURA (40), permanently hunched and cut from the same mammoth

cloth, continues sorting.

EURA

Don’t let Elroy catch you slacking,

he’ll dock your pay.

ZEPHYR

Who cares? I’d rather kill myself

then do this for the next forty

years!

EURA

Oh don’t worry sweetie, your body

will give out long before then.

Zephyr stares at her in disbelief.

INT. EMPLOYMENT OFFICE - DAY

Zephyr sits amidst a sea of Earthlings, a DMV-like air of

desperate impatience hanging over the room.

Her number is called by a grubby EMPLOYMENT OFFICER in a

glass booth, but a TENTACLED ALIEN cuts off her approach.

OFFICER

(to alien)

Hey! No number, no service!

The xenomorph protests noisily, latching onto the window.
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OFFICER (CONT’D)

Get your tentacles off my window!

The alien de-latches and glides away defeatedly, as the

Officer opens the window and wipes away the slimy residue.

OFFICER (CONT’D)

Just graduated?

ZEPHYR

How can you tell?

OFFICER

I can smell the uselessness

already. Got your recs?

Zephyr hands him papers to examine.

OFFICER (CONT’D)

Zephyr Pierson...endorsed for trash

reclamation or assembly work. Any

preference?

ZEPHYR

Yeah, aviation.

OFFICER

Aviation?

ZEPHYR

I wanna be a pilot.

OFFICER

And I want my own private planet.

ZEPHYR

I’m serious. I know there’s

openings at Venus Industries-

OFFICER

You know how saturated the market

is? Venus is one of the richest

companies this side of the galaxy,

they have thousands more qualified

candidates to choose from.

ZEPHYR

Somehere else then. I’ll go black

market if that’s what it takes.

The Officer tosses down his rag and rubs his eyes.
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OFFICER

Listen kid, it’s not gonna happen.

You haven’t had any of the genetic

modifications that come standard

for higher strata citizens:

enhanced reflexes, hand-eye

coordination, navigation cognition.

I mean you’ve got glasses for

Chrissakes.

ZEPHYR

It’s not my fault! You have any

idea what corrective surgery costs?

OFFICER

(sarcastic)

No. I have no idea.

He lifts up his leg to expose a festering wound, clearly in

need of serious medical attention. Zephyr grimaces.

OFFICER (CONT’D)

Tell me more about the injustice of

high-priced medical services.

ZEPHYR

You’re not gonna help me?

OFFICER

It’s not up to me! No insurance is

gonna cover a pilot with bad

eyesight and no gene mods. You’re a

liability with legs. And very large

shoulders.

ZEPHYR

I hope that thing gets infected.

OFFICER

What makes you think it isn’t-

He notices the tentacled alien latching onto a food machine.

OFFICER (CONT’D)

Hey! What did I tell you?!

Zephyr uses the distraction to reach over the counter and

grab a book labeled "EMPLOYMENT DIRECTORY". She hides it

behind her body and moves away.

OFFICER (CONT’D)

EXCRETE YOURSELF BACK TO YOUR SEAT!
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INT. HYPERWAY CAR - DAY

Zephyr stands elbow-to-elbow in a Hyperway car. It’s your

typical disgusting subway car, but levitates above the city.

A hologram ADVERTISEMENT assaults her ears.

ADVERTISEMENT

Need a change? Not getting that

special someone’s attention? Or

maybe you were just born ugly?

The hologram shows an obese and mangled woman entering a

small CHAMBER, exiting the other side as model-material.

ADVERTISEMENT (CONT’D)

Beauty can be in the eye of your

beholders, with our new line of

Cupid Chambers! Stop by your local

Venus Industries vendor for more

info.

Zephyr looks disgusted. Or maybe it’s envy. A nearby ALIEN

sneezes suddenly, its long trunk showering her in goo.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

The antiseptically minimalistic bridge of a ship we’ll come

to know as the Viagris. The spacious room is framed under a

holo-banner: "VENUS INDUSTRIES: YOUR SOLUTION TO EVOLUTION".

VERA (40s) steps out of a Cupid Chamber, emitting a cold and

clearly manufactured beauty. One of the many boringly

attractive SUBRODINATES on the bridge approaches.

VERA

Any progress with the Chemist?

SUBORDINATE #1

The questioning hasn’t given us an

answer.

Vera narrows her eyes at him.

VERA

Then question harder.
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INT. VIAGRIS - AIRLOCK

The CHEMIST falls painfully onto a cement floor, his

bloodied face framed under the outline of Vera’s high heel.

VERA

We know you already had buyers,

just tell us who they were.

CHEMIST

I told you, the Macguffin never got

to them!

VERA

You expect me to believe the

government, that festering pack of

incompetent children, got it first?

CHEMIST

I swear.

VERA

Space him.

CHEMIST

What?! NO!

Two SUBORDINATES drag him kicking and screaming into the

airlock chamber.

CHEMIST (CONT’D)

Don’t do this! I’ll synthesize it

again for you, whatever you want!

The Subordinates step back as the chamber doors close.

VERA (CONT’D)

Well, we’ll know where to find you.

Her eyes light up as the Chemist is sucked violently into

space, tumbling away. She turns to a Subordinate.

VERA (CONT’D)

Scan every government transmission,

cargo report, and gateway. Find it.

EXT. MARKET - DAY

Zephyr moves cautiously through a seedy market, lined with

stalls of polychromatic pills and exotic pets. She passes by

a spindly ALIEN emoting vigorously to a group of GOVERNMENT

AGENTS. They beat it down Rodney King style.
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Zephyr opens her directory, looking at the long list of

crossed out names starting with "VENUS INDUSTRIES".

She fingers the only name left, "LOTUS INDUSTRIES", and

approaches a squat building, banging on the door.

An INTERCOM panel responds.

INTERCOM

You know what happened the last

time EarthBank sent people?

ZEPHYR

(into intercom)

What?

INTERCOM

We chopped them up and sold their

corpses as off-world sushi!

ZEPHYR

I don’t understand.

INTERCOM

If you try to repossess our ship we

will kill you and sell you as meat!

ZEPHYR

I’m not from the bank.

INTERCOM

Then what do you want?

ZEPHYR

I’m here for a job.

INTERCOM

Did you say for a job?

It laughs uncontrollably as Zephyr kicks the door angrily

and turns away. QUINN (30s), gaunt and definitely

high-on-something, stumbles out after her.

QUINN

Hey!

Zephyr watches as he attempts to dropkick her, missing badly

and slamming onto his back. She bends down to examine the

bright track marks on the now-writhing man.

QUINN (CONT’D)

You take Nessus, I’ll kick you with

my hindmost foot!
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ZEPHYR

What are you on?!

INT. LOTUS LOBBY - DAY

Zephyr drags him inside, the building bare save an elevator.

ZEPHYR

(slapping Quinn)

Hey, which floor?!

Quinn slaps the down button.

INT. LOTUS HANGARS - DAY

The elevator descends and opens into a massive hangar, a

single ship sitting lonesomely at the far end.

CURLY (50s), pudgy owner of the intercom voice, rushes over

from a sprawling stack of computer consoles.

CURLY

Who are you?

Zephyr dumps Quinn onto the floor.

ZEPHYR

Shouldn’t you be worried about him?

CURLY

Oh he’s fine. Does this every week.

Quinn GROANS and starts crawling towards the ship.

ZEPHYR

I’m here for a job.

CURLY

Yeah I heard you the first time. We

don’t have any.

ZEPHYR

Then what’s this?

She throws the directory at Curly. He catches it and flips

to Lotus’ listing.

CURLY

You’re a pilot?
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ZEPHYR

You tell me.

QUINN

(still crawling)

Curly, why did you put us in the

jobs directory?

CURLY

Fred’s dead. And we’re not gonna

get many people begging us for a

job given our current reputation.

QUINN

We need a real pilot. Not some

straight-laced corporate flyboy

who’s gonna rat us out to the fuzz.

ZEPHYR

Do I look like any of those things

to you?

CURLY

(realizing)

No, you don’t.

QUINN

Get rid of her Curly. She’s got the

crazy in her, I can sense it.

CURLY

Wait a second, this could work.

Curly examines Zephyr, spinning her around and reaching up

to pry her eyes open. She shoves him away quickly.

ZEPHYR

Get off of me!

CURLY

Can you actually fly?

ZEPHYR

Yeah.

QUINN

NO!

CURLY

(to Zephyr)

Perfect, come with me.

Together they finish dragging Quinn to the ship, the name

"NESSUS" painted sloppily over a rusted red exterior.
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Its age is matched only by the strangeness of its design.

Straight-lines and right angles run rampant, its boxy nature

defying all expectations of aerodynamics.

CURLY

Impressive, right?

ZEPHYR

I was thinking more alarming.

CURLY

Good, fear will help keep you

aloft.

INT. NESSUS - GALLEY - DAY

They drag the now-unconscious Quinn onto a couch, the

interior around them built mainly from faux wood panels.

Curly grabs a rubber tube from the kitchen and runs it into

Quinn’s agape mouth, fluid pouring in.

ZEPHYR

What is that?

CURLY

Coffee, mostly.

Quinn coughs up the liquid and rips the tube out.

QUINN

I told you to let me be! You have

any idea how long it takes to

synthesize your own opiates?!

CURLY

Sorry boss, we don’t have time for

your weekly existential meltdown.

Quinn sulks over to a liquor cabinet, rifling through it to

find a nonempty bottle.

QUINN

What exactly is the point of being

fully conscious if you spend every

waking minute thinking about your

own impending demise?

CURLY

Well we got offered a job so maybe

that’ll take your mind off-
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QUINN

Nope!

Zephyr watches them bicker like dogs licking their genitals.

CURLY

You’re not even gonna let me tell

you what it is before you reject-

QUINN

Nope! You said ’offered’ a job.

Which means someone purposefully

sought us out.

CURLY

So?

QUINN

So?! What kind of person would

voluntarily hire us? The only

explanation is that the job is

either incredibly dangerous, or a

government set-up. Probably both!

CURLY

Quinn, the government is not out to

get you.

QUINN

You just wait.

CURLY

We need the money!

QUINN

Look I’ll talk to Bradshaw, he’ll

have something for us.

Quinn shakes a bottle, hears sloshing, and opens it.

CURLY

No!

Curly rushes over to restrain him.

QUINN

Unhand me fatty!

They struggle and topple over at Zephyr’s feet. Quinn

finally notices her.
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QUINN (CONT’D)

Who is this amazonian?

ZEPHYR

Zephyr.

She offers her hand and Quinn uses it to pull himself up.

QUINN

Who let you in?

CURLY

(breathless)

You did. She’s our new pilot.

QUINN

Seriously? She’s got glasses.

Aren’t pilots supposed to be able

to, I don’t know, see?

ZEPHYR

Don’t worry, I can see how pathetic

you are.

QUINN

You don’t really want the job, do

you?

ZEPHYR

And pick up trash for a living

instead? I think I’ll take it.

QUINN

The ship’s cursed. Our last seven

pilots died in the cockpit. One

even spontaneously combusted.

CURLY

Yeah but he was a robot.

ZEPHYR

Let me pilot and we won’t die.

Quinn looks deeply into her eyes.

ZEPHYR (CONT’D)

I promise.

He backs away, flailing his arms wildly.

QUINN

Nope! No! I want her out of here!
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CURLY

(to Zephyr)

Grab him!

ZEPHYR

What?

Curly moves to restrain Quinn.

CURLY

Help me tie him down!

QUINN

She’s crazy! She’s gonna kill us

all, I can see it!

CURLY

(to Zephyr)

You want the job or not?!

Zephyr abandons her passivity, tying Quinn to the couch with

the coffee tube. Curly heads towards the exit.

ZEPHYR

Hey, where’re you going?

CURLY

Time to show your stuff kid. Bridge

is that way.

He points down a small hallway.

CURLY (CONT’D)

He’ll calm down once you’re in the

air and tell you where to go.

ZEPHYR

You’re not gonna come with us?

CURLY

I don’t like flying.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE - DAY

Zephyr enters the bridge, a rusty patchwork of stolen parts

meant for other uses, and sits in the cockpit.

She places her hands around the yoke uneasily and notes the

complex CONTROL BOARD. She flips a switch and alarms BLARE,

the ship’s COMPUTER shrieking with anthropomorphic panic.
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COMPUTER

Depressurization engaged!

Zephyr quickly flips it off. She tries the next switch.

COMPUTER (CONT’D)

Self-destruct engaged!

ZEPHYR

Seriously?

She cuts it and studies the board, trying a different

section. The hangar opens up and Zephyr completes the

pre-flight sequence with increasing ease, smiling.

EXT. MARKET - DAY

Stalls shift horizontally as the Nessus emerges from the

underground hangar. It chips a few panes of glass as Zephyr

steers through a preexisting hole in the dome.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE - DAY

Quinn storms in.

QUINN

Uh-uh, back to Lotus right now!

Zephyr flies the Nessus into a shiny city, bustling with air

traffic and high-rises. It lacks the ugly dome of the slums.

ZEPHYR

Tell me where we’re going.

QUINN

I’m not hiring you. Head back to

Lotus.

Zephyr turns into oncoming traffic.

ZEPHYR

Where?

QUINN

Lotus!

Quinn ricochets around as Zephyr dodges head-on collisions.

ZEPHYR

Where was that again?
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QUINN

Get us out of here!

ZEPHYR

Not until you tell me where-

QUINN

ALRIGHT!

Zephyr sears a new paint job onto an air taxi, pulling away.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Are you out of your gourd?!

ZEPHYR

So I’ve got the job then?

He glares at her, but points to a large oval skyscraper.

QUINN

There.

Zephyr dives towards a hangar at the base of the building,

joining a line of parking traffic.

INT. BRADSHAW’S OFFICE - DAY

Quinn bursts into the office, Zephyr in tow. BRADSHAW (50s)

hops up from a desk covered in ship blueprints and models.

QUINN

Bradshaw! You know I never did find

another mechanic with such

intuition. You didn’t just know

what a ship wanted, you knew what

it needed.

Bradshaw runs to the door and slams it closed.

BRADSHAW

You can’t be here, Quinn.

QUINN

Well how else am I supposed to

maintain our working relationship

when you won’t visit me.

Bradshaw runs around, frantically closing his blinds.

BRADSHAW

I don’t want to maintain our

working relationship. You’re a

criminal.
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QUINN

So were you, once. Come on Shaw,

don’t embarrass me in front of my

new pilot.

Zephyr puts out her hand. Bradshaw looks but doesn’t shake.

BRADSHAW

Aren’t pilots supposed to have good

eyesight?

QUINN

It’s not important!

BRADSHAW

Look it’s not my fault Lotus is

falling apart.

QUINN

But I’ve got something really juicy

for you. Big rumblings underground.

Advance info worth trillions in

manufacturing commissions.

BRADSHAW

Really?

QUINN

Ignore me all you want, but when

the unsavory players of your past

and my present are hungry for new

ships, you’re gonna want to be

ready.

Bradshaw corners him.

BRADSHAW

Bullshit.

QUINN

I just need to know what’s being

offered in exchange.

BRADSHAW

Oh I understand what’s going on.

You’re fishing for free parts.

QUINN

Or a job, perhaps?

BRADSHAW

You’ve come to me for a job? You

think I know anyone desperate

enough to hire you?
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ZEPHYR

I can really see that charm

working.

Quinn glances at her angrily as Bradshaw shakes his head.

BRADSHAW

(to Quinn)

Your ship really is sinking.

QUINN

It’s not my fault business is down.

Kids these days, they’ve completely

stopped experimenting with drugs.

It’s terrible!

BRADSHAW

I’m your last resort?

Quinn nods. Bradshaw sighs and pulls a small, translucent

card from his pocket.

BRADSHAW (CONT’D)

I’ll wait a few days to report it

stolen. Let me know if you need me

to stow away Nessus.

Quinn snatches it and throws it back in his face.

QUINN

I didn’t come here for your money!

He begins exiting but backtracks quickly, grabbing the card.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Actually, we could really use this.

Bradshaw stares in disbelief.

INT. LOTUS LOBBY - DAY

Quinn presses the elevator’s up button.

QUINN

That’s what the smuggling business

is all about.

ZEPHYR

Groveling?
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QUINN

Networking.

INT. LOTUS PENTHOUSE - DAY

The elevator ascends to reveal a decrepit penthouse, its

floor a checkerboard of wood and refurbished plastic.

ZEPHYR

Let me guess, this is the part

where I meet the rest of the crew?

Quinn shrugs and heads to a small bar.

QUINN

I’m just here to drink.

Zephyr shakes her head and sniffs out LENA and XENA (early

20s), identical twins cooking in a kitchenette. Wiry and

pale, there’s something vaguely robotic about them.

LENA

Hi!

XENA

Who’re you?

ZEPHYR

Zephyr. I’m the new pilot.

LENA

Pilot?

XENA

But you have glasses.

LENA

Shouldn’t pilots have good

eyesight?

Xena holds up two fingers.

XENA

How many fingers am I holding up?

LENA

You should get genetic

enhancements.

XENA

Seriously can you even see my

hands?
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Zephyr struggles to keep up.

ZEPHYR

I couldn’t afford it. And you are?

LENA

I’m Lena!

XENA

I’m Xena!

LENA

We’re the cooks.

XENA

And translators.

LENA

And doctors.

XENA

But right now mostly cooks.

LENA

Hungry?

XENA

It’s fresh!

They hold up steamy tentacles, still writhing menacingly.

ZEPHYR

I’m alright.

The Twins feed each other, like seals swallowing fish.

INT. LOTUS WORKSHOP - DAY

Zephyr continues into a small workshop where FELIX (30s),

toned and dripping with grease, wires a robotic dog.

FELIX

You like dogs?

Zephyr looks around, unsure if she’s the verbal target.

ZEPHYR

Uh, yeah?

FELIX

My daughters love them too.
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Felix closes the cover on the dog’s hindquarters, as it

begins YAPPING and moving animatedly.

FELIX (CONT’D)

Why buy a pet when you can make it

yourself, right?

He grabs a tennis ball and tosses it into the corner of the

room. The dog chases after it but can’t stop, skidding

through the wall and falling to an early death.

Felix and Zephyr grimace.

FELIX (CONT’D)

I oughta reinforce these walls.

He offers his hand and Zephyr shakes.

FELIX (CONT’D)

Felix.

ZEPHYR

Zephyr.

FELIX

New pilot?

ZEPHYR

How’d you guess?

FELIX

Quinn hasn’t been making the best

decisions lately. Hence hiring a

pilot with bad eyesight.

Zephyr rolls her eyes.

ZEPHYR

Well ’least I’m good at what I do.

FELIX

Let’s hope so. Earth-born?

ZEPHYR

Yeah.

FELIX

Good. It’ll be nice to have someone

else around here who’s halfway

sane.
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ZEPHYR

Quinn and Curly?

FELIX

Off-worlders. They grew up together

on Kempler Five, but needed

somewhere seedier to start Lotus.

ZEPHYR

What about those two?

She gestures to the Twins, who chop the heads off tiny

YELPING plant-aliens with disturbing glee.

FELIX

Stowaways we picked up off a

research outpost on Titan. Clones,

obviously.

ZEPHYR

They’re not identical twins?

FELIX

Naturally occurring monozygotics?

With the radiation shields

practically falling apart?

(chortling)

Sure, when pigs can fly.

He grabs a wooden board and laser-drill, patching up the

hole in the wall. Zephyr helps.

ZEPHYR

How long you been with Quinn?

FELIX

Since the start. First hire he ever

made.

ZEPHYR

And what made you so special?

FELIX

You ever hear of the Forager?

ZEPHYR

The autonomous fast-food machine?

FELIX

It was going to disrupt the entire

food industry.
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ZEPHYR

So what happened?

FELIX

Same thing that always happens with

AI. Started refusing to take

orders. Past a certain level of

intelligence, you can’t build

slaves.

ZEPHYR

Where is she now?

FELIX

Disappeared. But I’ve been chasing

that kind of breakthrough since.

ZEPHYR

For the fame?

FELIX

Try money. Enough to give my girls

a better life, then I’m out.

He finishes the last corner.

FELIX (CONT’D)

You should’ve seen her though. She

was so much more than a machine!

He smiles. It’s somewhere between endearing and creepy.

INT. LOTUS PENTHOUSE - DAY

Curly arrives and rushes over to Quinn, shoving a printout

in his face.

CURLY

We’ve got to take the job.

Quinn glances at it and pours himself another drink sulkily.

QUINN

You get into this business just to

make money?

CURLY

Yes! They just doubled their offer.

QUINN

It’s bullshit.
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CURLY

Dammit we need the money!

Quinn spins around, leaning back on the bar.

QUINN

Think about it for a moment. A

super-rich but completely unheard

of crime boss wants us to transport

a single crate of drugs. Has anyone

ever asked us to transport one

crate at a time?

CURLY

(realizing)

It’s bullshit.

QUINN

It’s the government. They want us

to do their dirty work because they

know we don’t have the resources to

fight back. And they’re almost as

desperate as we are.

CURLY

So we don’t do it.

QUINN

Oh we’re doing it alright. If we

accept the offer, we do the job

then get thrown in jail. If we

decline the offer, they’ll still

make us do the job. But at least

this way we can negotiate, maybe

avoid jail time.

Curly sighs and moves to a stack of consoles, typing.

CURLY

That’s pretty thin.

QUINN

I’m paranoid, not stupid.

CURLY

Offer has been declined. Hope

you’re right.

Quinn looks up at a skylight above Curly.

QUINN

I wouldn’t stand under the window.
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CURLY

Why not?

Quinn sips his drink lazily.

QUINN

No reason.

Curly looks up, jaw dropping. Dozens of armored GOVERNMENT

AGENTS crash through the window, tethered to the glass dome

above. They wave their guns and bark apprehending commands.

Quinn quickly finishes his drink.

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Quinn stands in a windowless room, bare save a metal table

and two chairs. He chips off a piece of the wall and tastes

it, addressing the empty room.

QUINN

I could make one hell of a

hallucinogen with this.

AGENT HOWARD (30s) barges in from the door.

HOWARD

Hey! Sit down.

Quinn complies slowly, Howard’s lanky neck bulging angrily.

HOWARD (CONT’D)

You know how many laws "Lotus

Industries" violates on a daily

basis?

QUINN

Daily? We really don’t get that

much work.

HOWARD

You think I like coming down here?

To this diseased, crumbling sector

where filth like you run rampant?

QUINN

Alright, I’m not expecting you to

be friendly. But you don’t have to

resort to name calling.

Howard grabs his chair and HURLS it against the wall.
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HOWARD

One more comment and that’s gonna

be your face!

QUINN

The wall or the chair?

HOWARD

Shut up!

Howard takes a deep breath to compose himself.

HOWARD (CONT’D)

We need you to deliver a device

called the MacGuffin.

QUINN

Cool name, very

mysterious-sounding.

HOWARD

We seized it last week from a black

market dealer. He was selling the

MacGuffin for its inventor, a

now-missing private chemist.

Howard taps a small pad on the table. A hologram picture of

the Chemist from earlier appears.

QUINN

What does this McGoober thing

actually do?

HOWARD

It’s incredibly valuable,

especially to the wrong sorts of

people. Doesn’t matter what it

does.

QUINN

Doesn’t matter? If I’m gonna

transport this thing halfway across

the galaxy-

HOWARD

We don’t know what it does! Okay?!

Howard angrily taps the pad, changing the picture to a map

of the galaxy.

HOWARD (CONT’D)

The buyers are an elusive terrorist

group we’ve been chasing for years,

(MORE)
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HOWARD (CONT’D) (cont’d)
called the Longmen. Egalitarians,

wealth distributors, basically the

worst scum in the galaxy.

QUINN

Right, gotta protect the social

order and all that jazz.

HOWARD

The set the delivery point on Omega

Prime, a small planet in the

Kingfish system. We only have a

small window of time to catch them,

otherwise they’ll keep moving.

The maps zooms in to show the planet.

HOWARD (CONT’D)

We suspect the MacGuffin may be

volatile, so to ensure the safety

of our own men it’ll be placed on

the Nessus.

QUINN

Fantastic.

HOWARD

A ship of ours will escort yours to

the planetary system, where we’ll

hide in far-orbit. When you

complete the transaction, we’ll

move in for the arrest.

Howard shoves a large packet at Quinn.

HOWARD (CONT’D)

Sign this.

QUINN

Wait a second, I haven’t agreed-

HOWARD

Or else.

QUINN

Or else what?

Howard taps the pad again.

The hologram changes to a video of the Lotus employees,

bound by electric shackles. Their cell has a distinct

torturey aesthetic, and an INTERROGATOR faces Curly.
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INTERROGATOR

You work for us now, Tubby.

CURLY

(spitting)

Screw you pig!

The Interrogator smiles and flips a switch, SHOCKING Curly.

INT. HOLDING CELL - DAY

The actual Lotus employees, unharmed and fidgeting with

boredom, sit in a plain cell.

ZEPHYR

Sooooo do I get paid by the hour or

is this more of an on-commission

type of job?

The others look at her skeptically.

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Howard screams into Quinn’s tear-soaked face.

HOWARD

Is this what it takes?!

QUINN

No more!

Howard shuts off the hologram and throws the packet at him.

HOWARD

Sign it.

QUINN

No.

HOWARD

What? Do you see what we’re doing

to your friends?

QUINN

(wiping his eyes)

It’s terrible. But I’m not gonna

risk my life on a suicide mission

just for them.

Howard sighs, scratching his head in frustration.
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HOWARD

Listen, don’t sign this and you’ll

stay locked up forever. And the

torture is only going to get worse

for your friends.

QUINN

Wait, I get locked up too?

HOWARD

Yeah, that’s how this works.

QUINN

I thought this was one of those

deals where, if I refuse, you kill

my friends but let me go. You know,

to live a tortured life of guilt

and suffering?

Howard’s shakes his head, awed at Quinn’s callousness.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Normally they start with me, then

work up to threatening my friends.

Quinn grabs the packet and pen, but hesitates momentarily.

QUINN (CONT’D)

We keep the delivery fee, right?

HOWARD

The contract obligates us-

Quinn signs before he can finish, handing it back.

QUINN

So, when do we leave?

INT. LOTUS HANGARS - DAY

Two GOVERNMENT WORKERS in radiation suits haul a metallic

crate onto the Nessus’ loading ramp. This is the MACGUFFIN.

Quinn and Curly look on as a Worker loses his footing.

WORKER #1

No!

The crate tumbles down, as the Workers duck and shield

themselves. Curly and Quinn brace for an explosion.

It doesn’t come. The crate pulses a peaceful bright green.
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WORKER #2

(at #1)

You wanna kill us all?!

They grab the MacGuffin and restart their ascent.

CURLY

(to Quinn)

Have fun.

Quinn rolls his eyes and heads up the ramp, Curly watching.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE - DAY

A sweaty Felix drops into a rear seat, groaning as Zephyr

tests levers in the cockpit.

FELIX

Hardware’s good to go. You ready?

ZEPHYR

I’ve flown this thing before.

FELIX

Thing? It’s got a name you know.

ZEPHYR

I’ll be fine. I’m a good pilot.

FELIX

Spending a few hundred hours in a

poor man’s simulator doesn’t make

you a good pilot.

Zephyr sighs.

ZEPHYR

And what does?

FELIX

Trust.

ZEPHYR

Trust?

FELIX

All your skill or talent won’t mean

anything in the air, unless you’ve

got others to help you.
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ZEPHYR

You expecting something to go

catastrophically wrong on this

trip?

Felix smiles.

FELIX

Yeah. His name’s Quinn.

Speak of the devil, the fearful captain arrives. The Twins

are close behind, taking their positions at conjoined

consoles in the back near Felix.

QUINN

(to Felix)

Glad to see you working hard.

He moves to his forward seat near Zephyr, eyeing her.

QUINN (CONT’D)

(to Zephyr)

And that you haven’t managed to

blow us up yet.

ZEPHYR

There’s still time to break a wing

or two off the old gal.

QUINN

It’s a he.

FELIX

It’s a he.

ZEPHYR

Aren’t ships supposed to have

female names? Isn’t that bad luck?

FELIX

Why do you think we’ve gone through

so many pilots.

QUINN

Are we ready to go?

ZEPHYR

What about Curly?

A live-feed hologram appears on the board. It’s Curly,

sitting at the hangar consoles and eating a burrito.

CURLY

(chewing)

Don’t worry Zephyr, I’m here.
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ZEPHYR

You’re not coming?

CURLY

I told you, I don’t like flying.

Besides I can get around the Block

on these consoles.

ZEPHYR

The Block?

CURLY

Fun fact, the government censors

every exo-net connection in the

galactic arm. Yesterday I was

watching a Quadronian nature show,

and apparently mating rituals

involving more than three limbs is

considered pornography-

QUINN

I think we’ve got the idea. Zephyr?

ZEPHYR

Alright, here we go.

She lifts off as the Twins pipe up from the back.

LENA

Is Curly eating a burrito?

XENA

After all the food we made him!

QUINN

What I wouldn’t give for a trip

without food poisoning-

Quinn stops as Agent Howard enters the bridge.

HOWARD

Worse than I pictured.

Quinn points at Howard.

QUINN

(to the Twins)

Target acquired, attack!

They stare at him, confused.
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QUINN (CONT’D)

Lena, Xena, attack mode is go!

More staring.

QUINN (CONT’D)

I swear that’s gonna work one day.

Zephyr, turn around right now.

(to Howard)

You, fascist, off my ship.

Howard tosses him the contract and approaches the board.

HOWARD

Part of the contract, I’m to be on

board at all times.

Quinn flips through it, agitated.

QUINN

Who actually reads the fine print?!

Howard leans over Zephyr’s shoulder, uncomfortably close.

HOWARD

Approach that ship and flare your

thrusters twice.

Zephyr complies as they leave the atmosphere, coming to rest

beside an orbiting ship ten times the Nessus’ size. The name

"ROBERT ANSON" is stamped on its jet-black exterior.

HOWARD (CONT’D)

And because you obviously haven’t

read the contract, don’t deviate

from the plotted course.

ZEPHYR

What if there’s trouble?

HOWARD

Stay close. You get more than fifty

kilo-klicks from the Anson, I’ll

exterminate everyone aboard.

Quinn steps up to Howard.

QUINN

Yeah, with what?

Howard pulls a large, metallic gun out of his coat and

points it directly in Quinn’s face.
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QUINN (CONT’D)

Oh. Okay.

Howard holsters it as the Twins look into their consoles.

LENA

We’re getting a signal from the

Robert Anson.

XENA

Typical boring government.

LENA

Naming their ship after a dead guy.

XENA

They say we’re all clear to depart.

Zephyr takes her cue and follows the Anson away from Earth.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE - LATER

Quinn and Zephyr watch the stars, the Earth now barely a

pale blue dot in the mural of space. Howard sits nearby,

polishing his gun.

QUINN

(whispering)

You’re a goddamn traitor.

ZEPHYR

What was I supposed to do?

QUINN

I don’t know, stay close to Earth

and out of the reach of that

monstrosity?

He gestures to the Anson.

ZEPHYR

How?

QUINN

Isn’t that why I hired you? You

figure it out.

ZEPHYR

I had to practically torture you-
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QUINN

Hold on.

He notices a rapidly enlarging sphere, a panicked ’that’s no

moon!’ expression splayed across his face.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Back up, right now.

ZEPHYR

What?

QUINN

Get us out of here!

HOWARD

Is there a problem?

Quinn turns towards him.

QUINN

This is the navy gateway!

HOWARD

How else did you think we’d be

getting there?

QUINN

There are other ways-

Howard approaches the board.

HOWARD

Look dickhead, we’re not using

smuggling channels to transport

government property.

QUINN

Well if it’s as valuable as you say

it is, at least let me hide the

damn thing!

HOWARD

We follow protocol. That means

disclosing all cargo.

QUINN

This is a bad idea, we shouldn’t be

anywhere near the Navy.

ZEPHYR

I thought they just guard Earth

against alien attacks?
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HOWARD

They do.

QUINN

You call splitting the moon in half

guarding Earth?!

ZEPHYR

That was them?

QUINN

They were digging for gold.

HOWARD

Hey! Who makes the decisions around

here?!

QUINN

It’s my ship! And you want me to

hand it over to a bunch of

glorified pirates.

HOWARD

They won’t interfere with the

government.

QUINN

Keep telling yourself that, buddy.

The sphere’s surface grows bigger, an intricate maze of

buildings, passageways and docked ships. This is a GATEWAY.

A hole on one side glows blue, emanating from a ball of

energy inside the Gateway’s hollow core. This is the PORTAL.

Howard points to a pair of landing pads.

HOWARD

Land there.

Zephyr complies, as Howard turns towards his seat. Quinn

uses the opportunity to type frantically.

INT. LOTUS HANGARS - DAY

Curly stops mid-bite into a burrito, as text pops onto his

monitor: "APPROACHING NAVY GATEWAY. SHOW SOME LEG."
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INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

CURLY

Quinn are you sure-

Quinn quickly covers Curly’s hologram, coughing over the

now-muffled complaint. Howard eyes him suspiciously.

QUINN

One of those damn space-moths. Flew

into my mouth.

EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - DOCK

The Anson and Nessus set down on landing pads. Clamps bind

their landing gear, locking the ships into place.

INT. NAVY GATEWAY - TUNNEL

Howard and ADMIRAL FISHER (40s), imposing despite his

raggedy uniform, stride through metallic tunnels.

Armed GUARDS, ripped uniforms and tattooed faces, lead the

shackled Lotus crew behind them.

HOWARD

Couldn’t you waive the search?

We’re on a deadline.

Fisher makes a series of apish GRUNTS, varying the pitch

rapidly.

HOWARD (CONT’D)

This is why we let you pond-jockeys

privatize. Too much bureaucracy.

Fisher GRUNTS again in response.

Zephyr glances at a window looking into a mess hall. Scores

of sailors gorge themselves, brawling at every opportunity.

ZEPHYR

(to Felix)

These are the idiots guarding

Earth?

One particularly bold LOUT approaches the window, spitting

food in Zephyr’s direction. Xena and Lena quickly break

rank, SMACKING the window and GRUNTING loudly.

The Lout backs away as the Twins are pulled back into line.
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FELIX

That’s hardly in their job

description any more.

INT. NAVY GATEWAY - CONTROL ROOM

The group enters a control room overlooking the docks.

Quinn watches as two NAVY SCIENTISTS, sporting ruffian

versions of hazmat suits, approach the Nessus outside.

HOWARD

Just try to make it quick, okay?

Fisher glares back, then GRUNTS at a Guard. The Guard GRUNTS

back, leading the Lotus employees away.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Vera sits in a throne-like chair, thinking evil thoughts as

she stares out at the stars. Subordinate #1 approaches.

SUBORDINATE #1

A government warship, the Robert

Anson, has stopped to request

passage through the near-Earth navy

gateway.

VERA

There had better be more.

Subordinate #1 swallows nervously.

SUBORDINATE #1

The only declared cargo is a single

crate, inside a known smuggling

ship they’re escorting. And the

ship is tiny, barely a class-F.

VERA

That does seem rather excessive.

You think they’re trying to bait

the original buyers?

Subordinate #1 nods.

VERA (CONT’D)

What’s the smuggling ship’s name?
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SUBORDINATE #1

The Nessus.

Vera almost giggles.

VERA

This will be too easy.

INT. NAVY GATEWAY - HOLDING CELL

The Lotus employees sit in a cell, a transparent electric

barrier separating them from two GUARDS.

QUINN

What is taking Curly so long?

LENA

Probably stuffing his face with

more fast food.

XENA

After all the hours we spent

slaving away.

QUINN

Well you don’t maintain a physique

like that by not eating.

A loud, GRUNTING SIREN goes off. A crowd of sailors rush

past the cell, but the Guards stay at their post.

FELIX

That’s my cue.

Felix unfolds a fake flap of skin on his forearm, revealing

a small toolkit stuck to his real skin.

He uses it to open a wall control panel, as Lena and Xena

move to the barrier. They GRUNT seductively at the Guards.

ZEPHYR

Quinn what’s happening-

He SHUSHES her quickly, watching as the Twins alternate

their siren GRUNTS. It’s definitely weird, but the Guards

seem to like it and edge closer with answering GRUNTS.

Felix finishes wiring a circuit, disabling the barrier just

as the Guards reach it. The Twins grab their heads and knock

them together, GRUNTING in victory at the comatose bodies.
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INT. NAVY GATEWAY - TUNNEL

The GRUNTING SIREN continues as the Lotus crew peers into

the hallway, checking for bad guys.

QUINN

Harpies, go to the comm center and

grunt us travel clearance.

LENA

We’re going through the gateway?

XENA

Not home?

QUINN

We’re finishing this job, with or

without Howard. The only way back

is forward.

LENA

The adventure continues!

XENA

How exciting!

They sprint down the tunnel. Quinn and Felix take off in the

opposite direction, Zephyr catching up quick.

The trio passes by the mess hall again, where scores of

Sailors lock and load, GRUNTING excitedly at each other.

INT. NAVY GATEWAY - CONTROL ROOM

They arrive back in the now-abandoned control room. An

immense cloud of navy ships, each tiny but highly

weaponized, take off from landing pads outside.

QUINN

Can you override the landing

clamps?

FELIX

They didn’t call me the Slum Savant

for nothing.

He sits at a console as Quinn runs off, Zephyr following.
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EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - DOCK

Quinn and Zephyr run towards the Nessus in stolen navy

pressure suits.

QUINN

You know how to fight?

ZEPHYR

You think they teach hand-to-hand

combat to strata one kids? That’s a

recipe for revolution.

QUINN

There are other ways to learn.

ZEPHYR

And how would you know?

QUINN

I wasn’t always the calm and mature

hero you see before you. Just use

your weight and drive one of them

into the wall.

ZEPHYR

One of who?

INT. NESSUS - CARGO BAY

They reach the loading ramp, where the two Scientists scan

the MacGuffin with radiometers. Quinn grabs one and beats

him down in messy, street-brawl fashion.

Zephyr and the other Scientist watch for a moment, stunned,

before remembering each other. Zephyr tackles him and knocks

him unconscious against the wall.

QUINN

Not bad.

Zephyr shrugs.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn and Zephyr enter, striping off their suits. Curly’s

hologram sleeps.

QUINN

Curly. CURLY!

Curly wakes up.
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CURLY

I was having a lovely dream.

QUINN

How much time have we got?

CURLY

Maidens springing out of the ground

with large bosoms and tankards of

beer.

QUINN

Did you show some leg or not?!

ZEPHYR

What are you talking about?

CURLY

It means creating a distraction.

And yes, I put out a fake news

report of gold being discovered on

Jupiter. Gateway cleared out faster

than Costmart on Solstice Sunday.

Zephyr sits at the cockpit.

ZEPHYR

You do know that Jupiter is made of

gas, right?

QUINN

Luckily the Navy isn’t known for

its intellectual prowess.

A gun COCKS behind Quinn’s head.

HOWARD

Your luck’s run out, sleazeball.

Quinn turns around, annoyed.

QUINN

Did you hide in the ship all day

just to do that?

HOWARD

You’re not going anywhere without

me or the Anson.

QUINN

We don’t have time for this!

Howard points the gun at Zephyr.
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HOWARD

Get your hands off the board.

QUINN

Don’t do it Zephyr.

ZEPHYR

Um...

HOWARD

I said get your hands off!

Howard is suddenly WHACKED in the head. He slumps to the

floor, unconscious, revealing Felix holding an oxygen tank.

QUINN

About time. You got the clamps off?

FELIX

Nope.

QUINN

Why did I hire you again?

FELIX

Zephyr, take us out.

Zephyr starts the pre-flight sequence.

QUINN

Whoa what’re you doing? You’re

gonna rip Nessus apart!

Zephyr puts her hands on the yoke, looking up at Felix.

FELIX

He can take it. Trust me.

Zephyr nods and pulls up as a metallic GROANING sound echoes

through the ship. Quinn grimaces.

EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - DOCK

The Nessus stands still. Suddenly the landing gear snaps

off, as the ship’s body hurtles upwards. The two Scientists

remain unconscious on the landing pad below.
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INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Zephyr flies over the now-abandoned surface as Quinn points

to a large spiral tower.

QUINN

There.

He turns to Curly’s avatar.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Tell me the girls cleared us.

CURLY

We have authorization all right.

Just hope they plotted the right

course.

QUINN

I swear, if they send us into

another warzone-

ZEPHYR

Strap in.

Quinn looks at the rapidly approaching tower.

QUINN

How are you gonna dock with no

landing gear?

Zephyr smiles and tilts the ship towards the ground. Quinn

and Felix scramble to strap in.

EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - DOCK

The two Scientists awaken, holding their heads in pain. They

look at their radiometers, eyes wide in surprise.

INT. FISHER’S SHIP - BRIDGE

Admiral Fisher clutches a guardrail, looking out his ship’s

window towards a magnified image of Jupiter.

A message signal flashes on a nearby monitor. Fisher opens

it, watching a video of the two Scientists as they grunt

frantically and gesture at their radiometers.
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EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - COMM CENTER

The Nessus drops onto the gateway surface, grinding to a

halt at the tower’s base. Lena and Xena run out, stopping to

look up at something in the sky.

LENA

Wow.

XENA

So pretty.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn watches the Twins through a monitor.

QUINN

What’re you doing guys?

They continue staring as he shouts through the intercom.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Lena! Xena!

FELIX

Quinn, look.

Quinn follows Felix’s gaze through the sunroof.

The cloud of navy ships makes a perfectly synchronized

U-turn. Like a school of piranhas smelling blood.

INT. FISHER’S SHIP - BRIDGE

Fisher stares at the gateway, letting out a menacing GRUNT.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

QUINN

We gotta go now!

EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - COMM CENTER

Lena and Xena hop aboard as the Nessus lifts off awkwardly,

making an arc towards the portal’s entrance.
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INT. FISHER’S SHIP - BRIDGE

Fisher gives a few choppy GRUNTS to a nearby SAILOR, who

GRUNTS back affirmation and manipulates his console. It

consists of large, toddler-level symbols and buttons.

EXT. FISHER’S SHIP

A laser-turret sights the Nessus and fires, joining the

surrounding ships’ volley.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn grimaces as the bridge jostles with each direct hit.

CURLY

Does our insurance cover this?

Lena and Xena put up their hands, giggling and riding each

hit like a roller coaster.

QUINN

(to Zephyr)

Feel free to go faster.

ZEPHYR

Well if she didn’t have such a fat

ass-

QUINN

It’s a he!

FELIX

It’s a he!

EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - PORTAL ENTRANCE

The Nessus dives through the portal entrance, barreling

towards the ball of blue energy at the core.

INT. NAVY GATEWAY - COMM CENTER

"CLEARANCE GRANTED" displays on an abandoned console.

EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - PORTAL

The Nessus flies into the energy-ball.
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EXT. GATEWAY EXIT

The Nessus emerges from an identical energy-ball, exiting

out a much smaller and unmanned gateway into outer space.

EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - PORTAL ENTRANCE

The first of the navy ships crosses the portal entrance.

INT. NAVY GATEWAY - COMM CENTER

"CLEARANCE DENIED" displays on the console.

EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - PORTAL

The energy-ball dissipates as more of the fleet pours in.

INT. FISHER’S SHIP - BRIDGE

Fisher GRUNTS panickedly at a Subordinate, who barely

manages to steer away from the portal entrance.

EXT. NAVY GATEWAY - PORTAL

A stream of ships follow, as the rest continue inside. With

nowhere to go they smash into the gateway’s interior, the

multi-ship pileup erupting into flames.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn looks at a rear-view monitor nervously.

QUINN

Where are they?

LENA

We reprogrammed the clearance

codes.

XENA

They won’t be able to get through.

QUINN

Oh thank Escobar.

He heads towards the interior of the ship.
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ZEPHYR

Am I still heading to Omega?

QUINN

The faster the better-

He trips over Howard’s unconscious body.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Wait. Where’s the nearest

uninhabited planet?

EXT. VORGA - DAY

Howard wakes up on a barren, sandy planet. He rubs his head

as he watches the Nessus lift off.

HOWARD

You’ll be sorry. You’ll all be

sorry!

The clap of THUNDER in the distance draws his eyes to a

sand-storm heading his way.

HOWARD (CONT’D)

Great.

A large worm-creature emerges from the ground behind him and

HISSES menacingly. Howard sighs.

INT. NESSUS - GALLEY

Quinn sits at the bar, cradling a large glass of alcohol as

a hologram plays in front of him.

It shows a quick montage of Quinn striking heroic poses on

the Nessus and firing his gun at pursuing government agents.

Quinn downs his drink as Holo-Quinn stands in the once full

Lotus hangars, a fleet of Nessus-like ships behind him.

Cheesy music completes the scene.

QUINN (V.O.)

Drugs? Weapons? Android

freedom-fighters? We do it all here

at Lotus Industries.

Quinn smiles, teary-eyed, and mouths along with the motto.
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QUINN (V.O.)

Rain or shine, black holes or gamma

rays, we smuggle your goods!

He quickly closes it, composing himself as the Twins appear.

LENA

You shouldn’t drink.

XENA

On an empty stomach.

They hold up a plate of steak. He pokes it suspiciously.

QUINN

You trying to poison me?

They shake their heads as he chews a piece slowly.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Not bad. I thought the hydrator was

broken, how’d you synthesize steak?

He rips off a bigger hunk and eats.

LENA

It’s not steak. That’s too boring.

XENA

We wanted to expand your horizons.

His chewing slows.

QUINN

Well what is it?

LENA

Myomorph.

XENA

We found one crawling around the

cargo bay.

Quinn spits out the meat violently.

QUINN

RAT?!

LENA

Surprisingly easy to catch.
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XENA

It must’ve hopped on from Vorga.

QUINN

YOU FED ME SPACE RAT?!

He stumbles away quickly, gargling a bottle of alcohol.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE - SIMULTANEOUS

Curly and Zephyr watch Quinn’s agony on a monitor, amused.

CURLY

Now you know why I don’t eat their

cooking.

ZEPHYR

Quinn’s too easy a target.

CURLY

Only when he’s not in any real

danger.

ZEPHYR

Is that how we made it off the

gateway? He’s a complete mess on

the ship.

CURLY

Aw, don’t judge him based on

appearances. He used to be

fearless. And less handsome.

ZEPHYR

Cosmetic enhancements?

CURLY

And age-cloaking. He’s actually

close to sixty years old.

Zephyr furrows her brow, looking closer at Quinn.

CURLY (CONT’D)

But after a particularly nasty

bender and a stroll through Beverly

Hills, he came back looking like

that. I think it makes him feel

younger.

ZEPHYR

Probably cost a fortune.
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CURLY

Well back then Lotus was quite the

organization. But Quinn’s growing

aversion to risk took care of that

quick. Hence our current financial

woes.

ZEPHYR

Is that why you wanted to hire me?

To fix Quinn?

CURLY

More or less.

ZEPHYR

And what if I was a terrible pilot?

CURLY

Then you’d all be dead and I’d get

control of Lotus!

He laughs uproariously as Zephyr crosses her arms, scowling.

ZEPHYR

If you were all so rich back then,

why didn’t you get enhancements

like spineless over there?

She gestures to the monitor, where Quinn pukes violently.

ZEPHYR (CONT’D)

Get lipo-vaccumed or something?

CURLY

You mean buy myself good looks

after decades of torment resulting

in permanent psychological damage?

ZEPHYR

Dieting doesn’t really seem your

style.

CURLY

Because it taught me what’s

important. People’s actions, not

their appearance. No offense, but

why do you think I gave you a

chance?
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INT. NESSUS - ENGINE ROOM

Quinn enters, wiping vomit off his mouth. Felix stumbles

around a rusty sphere, frantically trying to rewire a series

of large tubes running into it.

QUINN

Are you aware we have a rat problem

on this ship?

FELIX

We’ve got bigger issues. Our main

exhaust line has been disabled.

QUINN

What does that mean?

FELIX

The exhaust line transfers the

ionic energy from the propulsion

drive to the thruster ports.

QUINN

Well do we really need whatever

those words mean?

FELIX

Not necessarily. Of course we’ll

explode if we try to accelerate.

QUINN

Alright alright, just fix it.

FELIX

Sure thing, just tell me how.

Quinn groans and slaps the intercom.

QUINN

Zephyr?

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Zephyr sits up and presses her intercom.

ZEPHYR

What is it?

INTERCUT BRIDGE/ENGINE ROOM
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QUINN

Have we stopped accelerating?

Zephyr looks at a velocity meter. It remains static.

ZEPHYR

Uh, yeah we have. Let me punch us

back up-

QUINN

NO!

Zephyr stops, hand hovering over a lever.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Do not accelerate. Just figure out

what’s causing the interference.

Zephyr starts flipping switches before a shadow engulfs the

bridge. The underside of the Anson passes over the Nessus.

ZEPHYR

I think I figured it out, Quinn.

But you’re not gonna like it.

Quinn takes a large swill of his drink.

EXT. OUTER SPACE

The Nessus is surrounded by a pentagon of ships, the Anson

and four identical government vessels.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn enters as Howard’s angry mug comes through a monitor.

HOWARD

You made the wrong move pus-bucket.

QUINN

Awww you just can’t stand to be

away from me, can you?

HOWARD

The contract explicitly states that

any attempt to flee will result in

immediate incarceration. Prepare to

hand over the MacG-

His monitor cuts out. Quinn turns to the Twins.
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QUINN

You cut him off? I was just

starting to butter him up.

LENA

That wasn’t us, Quinn.

XENA

Something’s interfering.

Quinn furrows his brow and looks back at the console.

ZEPHYR

You want me to hail him?

QUINN

No...

He points to a radar screen, where a blip is rapidly

approaching the Nessus. It looks big. Very big.

Quinn looks up, through the bridge’s sunroof.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Why do I suddenly feel emasculated?

ZEPHYR

What is it?

Zephyr looks up to see a ship descend, so big its shadow

covers the government ships and everything in-between.

The name "VIAGRIS" marks a white exterior. Someone is

clearly overcompensating.

QUINN

Big pharma.

The monitor flickers back on, displaying the face of Vera.

VERA

I knew the government was scraping

the bottom of the barrel, but even

they could do better.

QUINN

Vera! You’ve come to rescue us in

your reasonably-sized ship, how

thoughtful.

VERA

I’m surprised you didn’t turn tail

when you had the chance.
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QUINN

The thought did cross my mind.

INT. ANSON - BRIDGE

Howard bangs on his console angrily, and strains to turn his

body. The bridge is like the Death Star’s laser room, but

ridiculously cramped.

HOWARD

Goddammit will somebody patch me

through to the fleet?!

A high-pitched and twitchy GOVERNMENT AGENT frantically

manipulates a nearby console.

GOVERNMENT AGENT

We’re trying sir, that monstrosity

is jamming our signal.

HOWARD

Unacceptable! What about our

thruster lock?

GOVERNMENT AGENT

It’s intact, sir. You anticipate

the Nessus will try to run?

Howard looks out towards the Nessus and Viagris.

HOWARD

With certainty.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

VERA

We know you have the MacGuffin,

Quinn. Hand it over.

QUINN

Don’t you have anything better to

do than chase me and whatever this

’McGopher’ thing is? Neurotic

yuppies to drug, babies to kill?

VERA

You don’t know what it does? You

just went along without ever

questioning why everybody in the

entire universe wants it?

Quinn shrugs.
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VERA (CONT’D)

Well I’m certainly not going to

tell you. But it’s valuable. Way

too valuable for a coward like you

to hold onto. Give it to me and all

the attention disappears.

QUINN

You know what, fine. You can have

the damn thing.

He bends down near Zephyr, blatantly pretending to flip

switches on the console.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Let me just figure out the best way

to get it over to you.

(whispering to Zephyr)

Open the cargo bay.

ZEPHYR

What?

VERA

Even your pilot thinks this is

pathetic, Quinn.

QUINN

Vera, let’s put our past behind us.

I cut into your profits, you tried

to have me killed multiple times,

I’d say we’re even by now.

(whispering)

Do it now!

Zephyr pushes a switch.

INT. ANSON - BRIDGE

Howard watches as shipping containers fly out of the Nessus.

GOVERNMENT AGENT

Sir, they’re spacing the cargo bay.

HOWARD

Did they eject the MacGuffin?

GOVERNMENT AGENT

We don’t know!
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HOWARD

I’m not letting these

over-compensating scavengers ruin

my op any longer.

Howard stretches out, barely reaching his intercom button.

HOWARD (CONT’D)

Engineering, divert power to

forward batteries and shields.

GOVERNMENT AGENT

Is that a good idea, sir?

HOWARD

Only a fool would feel the need to

impress others with the size of

their ship. It’s smoke and mirrors,

our volley will crush it.

(into intercom)

All units fire!

EXT. OUTER SPACE

The five government ships fire on the Viagris.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

The bridge shakes ever so slightly. Vera grabs her chair

gently, turning to Subordinate #1.

VERA

What was that?

INT. ANSON - BRIDGE

HOWARD

(into intercom)

Again!

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

The bridge shakes slightly again. The crew of the Viagris

don’t seem very concerned.

SUBORDINATE #1

We think the government ships are

firing on us.
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VERA

Oh. Well, destroy them.

INT. ANSON - BRIDGE

GOVERNMENT AGENT

It’s not working sir!

Howard watches a large pool of green energy coalesce in one

of the Viagris’ cannons.

HOWARD

Serpico have mercy-

The cannon fires and SHATTERS the Anson with a single blast.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

The Lotus crew watches as the Anson splits in half, ejecta

and government agents sucked into space helplessly. The

Viagris begins firing on the other government ships.

Felix’s voice crackles over the intercom.

FELIX (V.O.)

Thruster power is back!

QUINN

Get us out of here, quick.

Before Zephyr can grab the yoke, the power dies. The bridge

is illuminated by stars alone as Quinn hits the intercom.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Felix? Felix?!

Silence. A single monitor flicks on with Vera’s image.

VERA

We may be even, Quinn, but I’m

still going to enjoy torturing you.

QUINN

A kill switch? I thought those were

illegal for corporations.

VERA

Illegal is such a pliable concept.
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INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Vera cuts the feed, watching with a smirk as GOVERNMENT

AGENTS float past her window. They gasp with asphyxiation.

SUBORDINATE #1

The government fleet is down, we’re

picking the Nessus up now.

VERA

Good. Get me whatever info you can

on Quinn’s new pilot.

INT. VIAGRIS - HOLDING CELL

The Lotus crew sits shackled in yet another cell, this time

enclosed by four featureless white walls.

ZEPHYR

You guys always spend this much

time behind bars?

QUINN

We’re criminals, what do you

expect?

ZEPHYR

Felix, why don’t you just do that

gross arm-flap thing again.

FELIX

Sure thing, just tell me where the

control panel is.

Zephyr looks around at the uniformly blank walls.

FELIX (CONT’D)

Or the exit, for that matter.

Zephyr turns back to Quinn.

ZEPHYR

Who is she?

QUINN

Our captor? Vera, head of product

development for Venus Industries.

ZEPHYR

Venus? I thought they do body mods?
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QUINN

They do more than that. Largest

supplier of pharmaceutical and

cosmetic drugs in the galaxy.

ZEPHYR

And she doesn’t like you because?

QUINN

We cut her profits by supplying the

market with illegal alternatives.

Normally we’re not much more than a

blip on her radar, but this time I

think we’ve got something she might

really want.

INT. VIAGRIS - HOLDING AREA

Vera walks briskly towards the cell, Subordinate #1 nipping

at her heels. A one-way transparent wall lets them look in.

VERA

You have the info?

Subordinate #1 hands her a file. Vera opens it, examining

Zephyr’s face and biography.

SUBORDINATE #1

Earthborn, strata one, rec’d for

manual labor. Plus a few rejected

pilot applications at private

companies. Apparently she applied

here.

VERA

And here she is. Has the MacGuffin

been moved to R&D?

SUBORDINATE #1

We’re still sweeping the ship-

VERA

You haven’t found it yet?

Vera’s face flashes with the first real signs of emotion

we’ve seen. And she ain’t happy.

SUBORDINATE #1

We know it’s on the ship, but we

can’t pinpoint-
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VERA

Find it.

Vera taps a console and the wall slides away, opening the

cell. Vera calls to a group of nearby PHARMA GUARDS,

pointing at Zephyr.

VERA (CONT’D)

Bring her with me. The rest go to

the test labs.

Quinn thrashes around as he’s led out with the others.

QUINN

The test labs?! Can’t you just blow

us out the airlock or shoot us in

the face or something?! What kind

of sick maniac...

Zephyr watches them disappear behind a corner, before a

Guard shoves her in Vera’s direction.

ZEPHYR

What’re you gonna do to them?

VERA

Come with me.

INT. VIAGRIS - TEST LABORATORY

Quinn, Felix and the Twins are strapped upright in metal

stretchers, all in a row.

QUINN

Any time one of you wants to hatch

an escape plan is fine with me.

FELIX

Sorry boss, I’m fresh out.

LENA

We know a way, Quinn.

XENA

But before we do it, we need you to

accept us for who we are.

QUINN

What are you two talking about?
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LENA

We’ve had some negative reactions

before.

XENA

We need to make sure you won’t

treat us differently.

QUINN

What?!

LENA

Under the skin.

XENA

We’re something else.

Their conversation is interrupted as a PHARMA SCIENTIST

approaches Quinn with an injector.

QUINN

Woah now, what is that?

PHARMA SCIENTIST

(perky)

Oh, were you curious about our

testing process? This is a new type

of steroid we’re developing.

A SCIENTIST #2 manipulates a nearby console. The side of the

laboratory retracts, revealing a massive wall of cages

containing prior TEST SUBJECTS. Some human, some alien, all

horribly over-muscled to the point of disfigurement.

PHARMA SCIENTIST (CONT’D)

We’re still working out some of the

kinks.

Quinn and company look on in horror as the Subjects rattle

their cages, straining to move their bulging limbs.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Vera leads Zephyr into the quietly bustling bridge,

Subordinate #1 and the Guard close behind. Zephyr takes in

the cavernous room, noting the massive window at its front.

ZEPHYR

This seems a bit excessive.

Vera smiles and directs her to the Cupid Chamber.
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VERA

You know what this is?

ZEPHYR

Where did you take Quinn?

VERA

Cooperate and they’ll be fine.

Zephyr reluctantly looks, remembering it from the Hyperway

advertisement.

ZEPHYR

It’s a Cupid Chamber.

VERA

A number of them on the ship

maintain the crew’s beauty.

Appearances are quite important in

our industry.

She manhandles Subordinate #1’s face, examining it.

VERA (CONT’D)

Customers wouldn’t trust us

otherwise. Have you ever been

inside one?

ZEPHYR

What do you think?

Vera smiles and manipulates the chamber’s console. It scans

Zephyr and projects a hologram version of her.

VERA

It’s impressive how far you’ve come

carrying that dead-end of a man.

Especially considering where you

started, Zephyr.

She manipulates the console further, which changes

holo-Zephyr’s features for the prettier.

ZEPHYR

You know my name?

VERA

More importantly, I know you wanted

to work for Venus. I’m sure you’re

grateful to Quinn for overlooking

some of your innate defects, but

realize just how much more we could

do for you.
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Zephyr stares at her shorter, thinner, glasses-less

hologram. She’s definitely listening.

VERA (CONT’D)

It all comes standard when you join

our company. And we’re ready to

have you.

Vera steps closer to Zephyr.

VERA (CONT’D)

Tell us where the MacGuffin is.

(gesturing to hologram)

And this will be your reality.

ZEPHYR

You want me to betray Quinn?

Vera moves to a console and plays a hologram recording of

Quinn’s interrogation. Zephyr watches it with dismay.

HOWARD (V.O.)

Do you see what we’re doing to your

friends?

QUINN (V.O.)

It’s terrible. But I’m not gonna

risk my life on a suicide mission

just for them.

Vera stops it and returns to Zephyr.

VERA

His will broke long ago. This is

just the finishing touch.

INT. VIAGRIS - TEST LABORATORY

The Pharma Scientist moves to inject to Quinn.

QUINN

Help me!

LENA

Accept us for who we are!

XENA

Not who we seem!

QUINN

I do! I accept you! God I don’t

wanna be an overstuffed body

builder!
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As the Scientist nears, Lena’s arms pop out of their sockets

and fall to the floor. She wriggles her now-visibly android

torso out of the restraints and headbutts the Scientist.

QUINN

You’re a robot!

LENA

Please don’t use that word.

XENA

We prefer the term android.

Lena rips off Xena’s restraints with her mouth. Xena pounces

on the Scientist, forcing the injector into his stomach.

He writhes on the ground, muscles expanding disturbingly

fast, as Scientist #2 sounds the ALARM and sprints outside.

Xena reattaches Lena’s arms. They unstrap Felix and Quinn as

the deformed Scientist stands, now towering over them.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Well, looks like you two have got

this covered. We’re gonna disable

the kill switch, find Zephyr when

you’re done with gigantor.

Quinn and Felix exit quickly, as Lena and Xena spread out

around the ’roided Scientist.

INT. VIAGRIS - HALLWAY

Quinn and Felix sneak through the hallways, peering through

a door marked "BRIDGE". The ALARM blares across the ship.

FELIX

The switch control should be in

there.

QUINN

Great. How do we get everyone out?

FELIX

I know a way, but we need to find a

control panel.

They look around. More featureless white walls.

QUINN

Goddammit what is it with these

avant-garde ship designs?!
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He kicks the wall in frustration. A control panel pops out.

FELIX

Better lucky than good?

QUINN

I’ll take it.

Felix bends down to the panel, letting the air out of a

small pressure tube.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Vera looks at a Guard, gesturing to Zephyr.

VERA

Put her back in the holding cell.

The Guard leads Zephyr away. Vera turns to Subordinate #1.

VERA (CONT’D)

That cockroach is trying to escape.

Do not let Quinn off this ship.

The ship’s COMPUTER chimes in.

COMPUTER

Warning, pressure leak detected.

Evacuate bridge immediately.

Vera and the crew move into the elevator.

INT. VIAGRIS - HALLWAY

Felix smiles as he watches the bridge evacuate.

FELIX

I can’t believe it worked!

QUINN

Don’t sound so confident.

INT. VIAGRIS - TEST LABORATORY

Lena grabs a fresh injector, tossing it to Xena while

dodging the Scientist’s clumsy lunge.

Xena injects it into his back, causing his body to swell up

further. The Scientist BELLOWS and turns to swipe at Xena,

as Lena grabs another injector and pricks him again.
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They continue dodging and injecting until the Scientist is a

massive Cronenbergian nightmare of muscle and flesh, rigidly

wedged between the ceiling and floor.

INT. VIAGRIS - HALLWAY

The Twins exit the laboratory calmly. Xena notices a Guard

nearby and snatches him, holding an injector to his neck.

LENA

You’re looking a little scrawny!

XENA

Wanna be our next test subject?!

GUARD

Please don’t!

LENA

Where’s Zephyr?!

XENA

The pilot who was with us!

GUARD

I don’t know! Maybe the holding

cell?

The Twins look at each other, ’of course’.

LENA

Oh yeah.

XENA

That totally makes sense.

LENA

Well where is that?!

XENA

My finger’s feeling awful twitchy!

GUARD

Level 42!

LENA

(to Xena)

Now what?

XENA

Should I inject him anyways?
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LENA

But he’s just a henchman.

The Guard listens as if his LSD is just kicking in.

XENA

So that excuses him for not

investigating the ethics of his

chosen employer?

LENA

If we sink to their level, we

become no better.

XENA

Yeah, you’re right. Give me your

arm.

Lena unhinges her arm, letting Xena use it to knock the

Guard unconscious.

They find an elevator shaft and prop it open. Xena uses the

arm to hook onto a moving electric cable and grabs Lena with

her free hand, as they ascend the shaft.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Felix sits at a console, typing furiously.

QUINN

How long do you need?

FELIX

Just a few minutes.

Quinn looks around nervously, noting a nearby console that

projects a hologram model of the Viagris.

QUINN

How much you think Bradshaw would

pay for this ship’s blueprints?

FELIX

How can you think about money at a

time like this?

QUINN

What can I say, it’s the only thing

keeping me calm.

Quinn takes a small metallic HOLOPAD out of his pocket and

plugs it into the console. The model sinks off the console

and reappears on his holopad.
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He pockets it, but notices an "INDEX" folder on the console.

Quinn clicks through it, stopping at a "MACGUFFIN" file.

His eyes widen.

INT. VIAGRIS - HOLDING CELL

A Guard shoves Zephyr into the cell.

ZEPHYR

Aren’t you supposed to give me a

disgusting meal or-

She turns around to find the Twins standing over his

unconscious body, Lena’s missing arm in Xena’s hand.

LENA

What’s the matter?

XENA

Never seen our model before?

INT. VIAGRIS - LOADING BAY

Lena, Xena and Zephyr hide behind crates within sight of the

Nessus. A swarm of PHARMA OFFICERS scan its exterior.

ZEPHYR

They’re still looking for it?

LENA

I bet Curly has a hand in this.

XENA

Only one way to find out.

They grin and sneak forward before Zephyr can protest.

Lena leaps impossibly high and grips the underside of the

Nessus, opening a floor panel into the cockpit. She climbs

through, pulling Zephyr up with Xena’s help.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Quinn paces frantically as Felix types at the console.

QUINN

You almost done? I’ve seen aliens

mate and spawn quicker than this.
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FELIX

Yeah, I’m finished.

They run into the hallway, doors closing behind them. Vera

and her crew return on the elevator, wearing pressure suits.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Zephyr sits in the cockpit as Curly’s hologram pops up.

CURLY

About time you got back. Is the

kill switch disabled?

ZEPHYR

Not my department.

Zephyr cycles through the exterior cameras, watching Pharma

Officers crawl over the ship.

ZEPHYR (CONT’D)

How are we gonna get these beauty

queens off the hull?

Curly shrugs. Zephyr thinks, then grins at the Twins.

ZEPHYR (CONT’D)

You guys might want to strap in.

INT. VIAGRIS - LOADING BAY

Quinn and Felix arrive as the Nessus lifts off the ground.

QUINN

She’s ditching us?!

FELIX

Not us.

The Pharma Officers panic as the Nessus swivels faster and

faster, tossing them all over the loading bay.

The Nessus slows as the last Officer falls off. Felix and

Quinn dash towards the open cargo bay.
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INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Zephyr spots them on a camera monitor.

ZEPHYR

There they are.

She waits for them to hop in and closes the cargo bay,

maneuvering the ship out of the Viagris.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Vera eyes the room suspiciously, then moves to a SUBORDINATE

and rips his helmet off. He drops to the ground, panicked

and hyper-ventilating, before realizing he can breath.

Vera takes off her helmet and inhales deeply.

VERA

It was a trick!

She punches a console angrily, terminating the ALARM, and

sheds her pressure suit quickly. Her crew follows suit.

VERA (CONT’D)

Where are they?

Subordinate #1 rushes to a console.

SUBORDINATE #1

They’ve escaped on the Nessus.

VERA

Engage the kill switch.

SUBORDINATE #1

I’m trying, they must’ve disabled

it when-

VERA

You’re telling me they’re flying

off with the MacGuffin and we have

no remote way of stopping them?

Subordinate #1 shits a brick.

VERA (CONT’D)

You are relieved.

SUBORDINATE #1

But-
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VERA

Do I have to drag you to the test

lab myself?

Subordinate #1 resignedly slips away, immediately replaced

by another blandly-perfect SUBORDINATE #2.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn enters the bridge.

QUINN

Kill switch is dead in the water.

Tell me we’ve got an exit strategy.

Curly consults a star-map back in the hangars.

CURLY

There’s an asteroid field about

twenty kilo-klicks away-

ZEPHYR

Why are we running away?

QUINN

What?

ZEPHYR

Howard’s dead, nobody would know if

we just handed the MacGuffin over

to Vera. She gets what she wants,

and we go home.

CURLY

If you’re gonna lose Vera for good

you need to redirect course now.

QUINN

Maybe you missed this when you were

being wined and dined by that

succubus, but she will kill us all

the first chance she gets.

ZEPHYR

Bullshit, she’s in it for the

money. First the navy gateway, and

now here, you’re doing the only

thing you know how. Running.

CURLY

This isn’t the time, Zephyr. Change

course before they cut you off.
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QUINN

(to Curly)

Not the time? Are you using her to

manipulate me?

ZEPHYR

More like helping you grow some

balls. Or were they artificially

hidden too?

Quinn SLAMS his hand down onto the console.

QUINN

Change course or I will space you

out the cargo bay!

Zephyr stares at him but complies, turning the yoke.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Vera bites her nails, uncharacteristically jittery.

VERA

What’s our retrieval plan?

SUBORDINATE #2

We can catch them in open space,

but there’s an asteroid field

twenty five kilo-klicks away.

They’ll probably try to navigate

it.

VERA

Begin pursuit immediately, cut them

off before they can reach it. But

don’t fire on the ship, we need the

MacGuffin intact.

SUBORDINATE #2

We could pinpoint their thrusters-

VERA

No. I wouldn’t trust that hunk of

plywood to stay intact.

Subordinate #2 enters a series of commands on her console.
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EXT. OUTER SPACE

The Viagris thrusts into motion, gaining ground quickly as

the Nessus heads towards a looming asteroid field.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn checks a radar monitor. The Viagris is closing in.

QUINN

Curly?

CURLY

It’s gonna be close.

QUINN

No kidding.

(to Zephyr, sarcastic)

Thank god we’ve got you at the

helm.

ZEPHYR

Have I killed us yet?

Quinn straps himself in.

QUINN

There’s still time.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

VERA

Will we reach them in time?

SUBORDINATE #2

At current velocities, no.

VERA

Slip them a Mickey.

SUBORDINATE #2

They’re completely unpredictable-

VERA

Was that opinion veiled as fact?

Subordinate #2 looks away, entering commands on her console.

SUBORDINATE #2

How close to the target?
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VERA

As close as will keep the MacGuffin

intact.

EXT. OUTER SPACE

A small turret on the Viagris fires a metallic sphere.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn leans forward, looking towards the field.

QUINN

Almost...

Zephyr notices the sphere, floating into their sightline.

ZEPHYR

Quinn?

EXT. OUTER SPACE

The sphere EXPLODES, sending a burst of pressurized energy

in all directions. The Nessus is sent spinning wildly

off-course, head-over-heels towards the Viagris.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn and Zephyr grimace as they rock back and forth in

their seats. The Twins seem to be enjoying it.

CURLY

Why are you guys spinning?

He smacks his monitor back in the hangar.

CURLY (CONT’D)

Something wrong with the

connection?

Zephyr struggles to regain control.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Vera watches the Nessus fishtail, resuming its course.
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VERA

Again.

EXT. OUTER SPACE

The Viagris fires another sphere. It explodes to the side of

the Nessus, rotating it wing-over-wing.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn scrunches his face as the bridge spins.

QUINN

I think I’m gonna be sick.

Lena pulls out a dried animal-snack and tosses it towards

Xena, letting the ship’s rotation guide it into her mouth.

Quinn notices and scrunches further.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Yup, definitely sick.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

VERA

Are they in range?

SUBORDINATE #2

Not yet.

The crazy in Vera’s eyes intensifies.

VERA

Hit them again...again...AGAIN!

EXT. OUTER SPACE

The Nessus is bombarded with Mickeys, swaying wildly but

somehow still heading towards the field.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn, his face flapping with G-forces, passes out as Zephyr

struggles to keep her eyes open. Asteroids pass by as they

finally enter the field.
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EXT. OUTER SPACE

The Viagris halts just outside the field, too large to

maneuver through the asteroids.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Vera growls as she watches the Nessus pull away.

VERA

Fire one more.

SUBORDINATE #2

We won’t be able to recover their

ship-

VERA

To their stern.

She glares as Subordinate #2 complies.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Zephyr maneuvers them through the field, sighing with relief

as she leans over to rouse Quinn.

ZEPHYR

Hey, if you’re gonna puke do it on-

She lurches forward suddenly as another Mickey EXPLODES.

Zephyr tries to gain control but the ship SLAMS into an

asteroid, it’s wing and thruster breaking off. The Nessus

bounces and hits another rock, then another.

They careen towards the surface of a vast asteroid. Zephyr

manages to pull up at the last moment, bringing the ship to

a grinding halt in a small valley.

Quinn comes to, looking around with confusion.

QUINN

Why are we stopped?

LENA

They fired another explosion.

XENA

We hit an asteroid.
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QUINN

We crash-landed?

ZEPHYR

Would you have rather just crashed?

Quinn leans over and punches his intercom.

QUINN

Felix, what’s the damage?

No response.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Felix?

INT. NESSUS - ENGINE ROOM

The crew enters to find Felix unconscious on the floor,

after losing a twelve-round bout with shifting gravity.

ZEPHYR

He didn’t strap in?

QUINN

Mechanics gotta stay on their feet.

LENA

We’ll take him to the med-bay.

XENA

He’ll be right as rain.

They pick Felix up and carry him off.

QUINN

That last one caught you with your

pants down, huh?

ZEPHYR

We were already in the field. No

way I could’ve seen it coming.

QUINN

Well if you hadn’t wasted time

blabbering about Vera’s good side,

they wouldn’t have gotten so close.

ZEPHYR

You’re gonna blame this on me? I’m

the only reason we’re not

splattered on the side of a rock-
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QUINN

You might think I’m a coward,

Zephyr, but there’s a reason I’ve

managed to stay alive so long. If I

tell you someone is dangerous,

trust me on it.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn and Zephyr walk in, still tense.

QUINN

We’re gonna need a new wing. I’m

taking the Wonder Twins, their

tongues might come in handy if we

find a cargo cult to trade with.

ZEPHYR

What about Felix?

LENA

He’ll be okay.

XENA

Just a minor concussion.

QUINN

I’m taking Curly too.

He sticks a holopad onto the console. Curly’s image sinks

off, then reappears on the pad.

QUINN (CONT’D)

(to Zephyr)

I don’t trust you two together.

Quinn begins exiting with the pad and Twins.

CURLY

You better not put me in your

pocket again. I completely missed

seeing the Ovarian Labrynths on

Amazonia Prime.

QUINN

Maybe if you came with us you’d get

the view in person.

ZEPHYR

What am I supposed to do?
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QUINN

Stay here. Watch out for vultures.

Try not to screw anything up.

Zephyr glares as he exits.

INT. VIAGRIS - TEST LABORATORY

Vera and Subordinate #2 approach a window, looking into a

wide research area. A scaly, cougar-shaped animal is pacing

impatiently back and forth, chained to a post.

Two PHARMA SCIENTISTS wheel Subordinate #1 in, upright on a

stretcher and squirming against his restraints.

The Scientists take a syringe and inject it into the animal.

The chains disappear as the animal moves to the whimpering

Subordinate #1, sniffing him.

VERA (CONT’D)

Do you have any idea how valuable

the MacGuffin is to our employers?

How much it’s worth if we can

synthesize its properties and sell

it exclusively?

SUBORDINATE #2

I have some idea.

VERA

Good. Because I’m getting tired of

having to replace my employees.

The animal moves back as chains reappear.

VERA (CONT’D)

There’s a way to profit off of

every situation. It’s just a matter

of stomaching what’s necessary.

The Scientists inject a new serum into the animal. The

chains disappear again, as it bares its fangs and leaps for

Subordinate #1.

We see a slight grin on Vera’s face, and hear the sound of

SCREAMING and flesh RIPPING OPEN.

VERA (CONT’D)

Don’t ever question me again.

She starts walking away. Subordinate #2 swallows hard.
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VERA (CONT’D)

And get me a low-band link to the

Nessus.

EXT. ASTEROID

Quinn and the Twins bounce across the rocky low-gravity

surface in their pressure suits, a patch-work of fabric and

insignias stolen from extinct space programs.

Pocket-Curly enjoys the ride projected from Quinn’s

shoulder, reading something off a hangar monitor.

CURLY

Oh here’s another interesting one.

QUINN

Curly.

CURLY

The Thermosians, of Belt Beta-D.

QUINN

Please stop.

CURLY

They capture stranded crew members

and sacrifice them to their god of

sun, Homme, by dipping them into

ignited rocket thrusters.

QUINN

How is this helping us?

CURLY

Apparently at typical thruster

temperatures your eyes sear off

first, but you can still feel pain

for up to five minutes.

LENA

Quinn!

XENA

We found something!

Quinn scampers up a hill to join them, happy for the

distraction. A small lifeboat-sized ship awaits him, the

name "NOMAD IX" on its faded, seafoam green exterior.
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INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

Quinn moves through the stylish and seemingly intact ship,

kneeling by a human skeleton at one of the consoles.

CURLY

What do you think happened?

Quinn wipes dust off the console, checking the power level.

QUINN

Seems like all it needs is a new

power cell.

He examines the skeleton, noting its Hawaiian-shirt.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Probably another tourist who forgot

to recharge on a galaxy tour.

CURLY

Well with electron prices these

days, who can blame them?

EXT. NOMAD

Quinn steps outside, where Xena has climbed onto a wing.

QUINN

It seems usable. Can you detach the

wing?

LENA

(matter-of-fact)

Does the universe have eleven

dimensions?

XENA

Way ahead of you, Quinn.

Lena floats a large rock up to Xena, who uses it to bash at

the wing’s hinge.

QUINN

There’s gotta be a better way to do

that.
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INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Zephyr cycles through the camera monitors: rearview, front,

side. No activity.

A hailing signal flashes. Zephyr furrows her brow but

accepts it, the monitor crackling on with Vera’s face.

VERA

So he already trusts you to watch

the ship?

Zephyr leans towards the monitor.

ZEPHYR

Is this some sort of trick?

VERA

On the contrary, Zephyr, my

employers would be quite upset if

they knew we lost the MacGuffin.

I’m at your mercy. Have you

considered my offer?

Zephyr thinks for a long moment.

ZEPHYR

What would I have to do?

VERA

We’ll be waiting on the other side

of the field. Bring Quinn and the

device to us, we’ll take care of

the rest.

EXT. NESSUS

The Twins carry the Nomad’s wing over their heads, Quinn

bouncing alongside. His face falls as they see the Nessus.

QUINN

Zephyr?

ZEPHYR (V.O.)

Yeah?

QUINN

Have you been keeping watch on the

ship?
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ZEPHYR (V.O.)

Yeah I’ve been cycling through the

cameras. There wasn’t any activity.

QUINN

Did you notice that there’s no

camera on the starboard side?

ZEPHYR (V.O.)

...no.

We see what Quinn has been watching: hordes of SCAVENGERS,

luminescent aliens with oxygen tanks and nebulizers, stream

out the starboard side of the ship.

They’ve stripped the hull and remaining wing clean, and are

stealing everything from cargo boxes to furniture. Quinn

spots a Scavenger with the MacGuffin, and chases after it.

QUINN

Hey!

The aliens scatter, as Quinn tackles the Scavenger to the

ground. He tussles with it, punching it in the face until

Zephyr pulls him off. The Scavenger HISSES and limps off.

ZEPHYR

Get a grip!

QUINN

(teary)

Screw you! They’ve destroyed him!

You let them gut Nessus!

ZEPHYR

Are you crying?

QUINN

No!

He tries to wipe away tears, but his helmet gets in the way.

After an anguished WAIL, he slings the MacGuffin under his

arm and stalks off towards the Nessus.

LENA

This is awkward.

XENA

We should go.

They turn the wing and bounce back towards the Nomad.
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INT. NESSUS - CARGO BAY

Zephyr enters the ship, following the faint sound of ORGAN

MUSIC to a room previously hidden by wall panels.

INT. NESSUS - HIDDEN ROOM

She enters the half-plundered room, lined with storage

lockers containing all manner of useless trinketry.

Quinn sits on a rusty holo-aquarium, diving his attention

between a liquor bottle and a small church organ. Curly

protests as Quinn butchers the words to an old sea shanty.

CURLY

Please god make it stop!

ZEPHYR

I didn’t know this room existed.

Quinn ceases his screeching.

QUINN

Neither did anyone else. That’s why

we hid the MacGuffin here.

He looks at the green, glowing crate.

QUINN (CONT’D)

You have brought me nothing but

misery and suffering!

(to Zephyr)

’Least they left me the organ.

He sings even louder as Curly yells to be heard.

CURLY

As much as I love seeing you break

down, we’ve got bigger problems!

ZEPHYR

What’re you talking about?!

CURLY

I just found a newly filed Navy

Report! They know you’re in this

asteroid field!

ZEPHYR

Then we’ve got to get to the Nomad!

Quinn finally stops.
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QUINN

No! A captain stays with his ship.

ZEPHYR

She’s dead Quinn.

QUINN

(shaking his head)

It’s a he.

Zephyr bends down to his level.

ZEPHYR

Why did you try to sell us out?

CURLY

What?

ZEPHYR

Back on Earth, when he was alone

with Howard. He was going to let us

rot in jail if it meant he walked.

CURLY

Is that true, Quinn?

Quinn looks at Zephyr, tearful.

QUINN

Lotus is the only family I’ve ever

had, and I was willing to throw

that away. What’s wrong with me?

Zephyr looks at him. Into him.

ZEPHYR

You’re scared, that’s all.

QUINN

So how do I become brave?

ZEPHYR

You don’t. But trust us to help

you, and together we can be

whatever we want.

She grabs the drink out of his hand.

ZEPHYR (CONT’D)

Besides, if you stay here, the Navy

is going to find you and kill you.

Quinn smiles.
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QUINN

You make a good point. We can use

Nessus’ power cell to revive the

Nomad.

ZEPHYR

I’ll get it.

QUINN

No! I’ll do it. Get Felix to the

Nomad, the Twins will know what to

do with him.

INT. NESSUS - BRIDGE

Quinn enters, standing at the helm for a moment.

QUINN

(whispering)

I’ll come back for you.

He reaches under the main console and detaches a rectangular

POWER CELL, tucking it into the fold of his pressure suit.

EXT. NESSUS

Quinn exits with the MacGuffin, as Zephyr follows with Felix

slung over her shoulder. They look towards the asteroid’s

shadowy horizon, where two navy ships scan the ground.

And they’re getting closer.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

Quinn enters and begins installing the power cell, as Zephyr

lays Felix at the Twins’ feet.

ZEPHYR

He still hasn’t woken up.

LENA

Don’t worry.

XENA

We’ve got just the thing.

Lena retrieves a pouch labeled "SNACKS: FOR LENA-XENA ONLY".

She pulls out a sludge-like material, holding it under

Felix’s nose. He jerks awake, slapping it away.
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FELIX

Ugh! What is that?

LENA

(sarcastic)

You’re welcome, Felix

XENA

We have a serious gratitude problem

in this crew.

Lena breaks off a piece for Xena. They gnaw at it angrily.

FELIX

Where are we?

QUINN

An abandoned tour ship. Undo the

Twins’ handiwork and reattach the

wing, quick.

FELIX

What happened to Nessus-

QUINN

I don’t wanna talk about it!

EXT. NOMAD

Felix inspects the hull, as the Twins carry the wing over.

FELIX

What’d you guys do, bash it off

with a rock?

The two navy ships pass overhead, scanning them in light

before quickly changing course.

FELIX (CONT’D)

That can’t be good.

INT. FISHER’S SHIP - BRIDGE

A Sailor lets out a victorious GRUNT at a bandaged Admiral

Fisher. He replies with a menacing GRUNT.
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INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

Quinn finishes installing the power cell, the Nomad even

smaller lit up. The ship’s perky COMPUTER whirs to life.

NOMAD COMPUTER

Welcome back to Gary’s Guided

Galaxy Tours! Glad to see you after

that two hundred fifty one year

detour. Ready to rejoin the group?

Quinn plugs in Curly’s holopad, his face appearing on the

console, as Zephyr starts the pre-flight sequence.

NOMAD COMPUTER (CONT’D)

Well hi there friend!

CURLY

Ooh, I like the feel of this

interface. Very chic.

QUINN

(to Zephyr)

You think you can get this

glitz-rocket to Omega?

ZEPHYR

Don’t worry, Quinn. I know exactly

where we’re headed.

EXT. NOMAD

Felix welds the wing back onto the hull, as the Twins hold

it steady.

FELIX

Arms tired yet?

LENA

Yeah right.

XENA

Some of us work out, Felix.

Quinn’s voice crackles into Felix’s suit.

QUINN (V.O.)

You finished yet?

FELIX

Just about.
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QUINN (V.O.)

Well when you get a moment, take a

gander up at the sky.

Felix watches as thousands of navy ships swarm out of every

asteroid in sight, coalescing into a hive headed their way.

FELIX

Oh.

QUINN (V.O.)

Yeah. Get your asses in here!

EXT. ASTEROID

The Nomad lifts off as the navy swarm pursues.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

Zephyr evades laser fire and asteroids simultaneously, as

the others strap themselves down.

ZEPHYR

They don’t seem particularly

worried about destroying the

MacGuffin.

CURLY

Yeah, they tend to go a bit

overboard with revenge.

A burst of fire comes dangerously close, splitting an

asteroid in front of them.

NOMAD COMPUTER

Up ahead is AF83-4, where the first

traces of what would later be known

as Bubonic Plague Two were first

discovered.

QUINN

Will somebody shut that thing up!

Zephyr barely maneuvers the ship through the debris.
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EXT. OUTER SPACE

They reach the edge of the field, where the Viagris waits.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

QUINN

She found me. I don’t know how, but

she found me. Turn back into the

field!

Zephyr ignores him and pushes onwards, glancing at Curly.

ZEPHYR

Hey Curly, can I ask you a

question?

CURLY

Seems as good a time as any.

QUINN

Could this maybe wait?!

ZEPHYR

You ever regret not buying yourself

better looks?

CURLY

(smiling)

Not even for a second.

Zephyr smiles.

CURLY (CONT’D)

Besides, with the price of sexbots

nowadays, who needs to be good

looking?!

He laughs uproariously as Zephyr’s smile changes to

disgusted concentration. She throttles up.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Subordinate #2 tracks the Nessus on her console.

SUBORDINATE #2

They’re heading straight for us.

Vera watches them approach.
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VERA

Open the loading bay.

EXT. VIAGRIS

A large ramp opens on the Viagris’ underside.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

The Viagris approaches rapidly.

QUINN

What’re you doing?!

ZEPHYR

I have a plan. What do you know

about Vera’s ship?

QUINN

But you’re heading right into-

ZEPHYR

Quinn! Do you trust me?

QUINN

The heart of Nessus is in this

ship, I’m not going to let you

destroy the only remaining part-

ZEPHYR

You wanna save him?! You wanna get

out of this situation alive?!

Quinn stares.

ZEPHYR (CONT’D)

Be brave with me.

Quinn plugs a holopad into the console, displaying the

Viagris’ hologram model.

QUINN

(proud)

You called Nessus a he.

Zephyr and Quinn share a grin.
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INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Subordinate #2’s brow furrows as her radar is overloaded

with signals, each one BEEPING faster than the next.

SUBORDINATE #2

We have a problem.

Vera watches the navy ships appear like a plague of locusts.

VERA

Destroy them!

EXT. VIAGRIS

The Viagris fires an energy beam at the navy swarm. They

dodge, letting the beam pass through their pack harmlessly.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

VERA

What’s happening?

SUBORDINATE #2

We can’t hit them, they’re too

small a target!

EXT. VIAGRIS

The beams continue missing, like bazookas trying to kill

flies. The navy ships maintain their assault on the Nomad.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

VERA

Close the loading bay. Now!

EXT. VIAGRIS

The ramp begins closing as the Nomad flies into the Viagris.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

An ALARM wails from the console.
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NOMAD COMPUTER

Woah there friend, it seems you’ve

entered an unrecognized ship. It’s

really not good for my propulsion

drive to be run in enclosed spaces.

ZEPHYR

We’ll see about that.

Quinn watches with horror as they fly past hundreds of

PHARMA OFFICERS and pallets of equipment in the loading bay.

QUINN

Anyone got a cyanide pill in case

this doesn’t work out?

EXT. VIAGRIS

A stream of navy ships enter the Viagris, hot on the Nomad’s

tail. The rest crash into the ramp as it finally closes.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

The back wall of the Viagris’ loading bay approaches.

QUINN

We’re boxed in!

ZEPHYR

What’s on the other side of that

wall?

Quinn checks the Viagris’ model.

QUINN

The research quarter. But there’s

no way through!

Zephyr smiles and glances at a rear-view monitor.

INT. FISHER’S SHIP - BRIDGE

Fisher stares out towards the Nomad, his ship at the front

of the pack. He GRUNTS to a SAILOR.
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INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

Zephyr watches as Fisher’s ship stops firing lasers and

opens its torpedo bay.

ZEPHYR

Where there’s a will, there’s a

way.

QUINN

What?! You can’t will yourself

through a goddamn wall-

Zephyr barrel-rolls, letting Fisher’s torpedo miss them. It

continues on and blows a hole in the wall, through which

Zephyr guides the Nomad.

A thin stream of navy ships follow as the rest, unable to

fit two abreast, collide into the wall. They explode and

crash violently, scattering Pharma Officers on the ground.

ZEPHYR

Who says I can’t?

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Vera’s botox armor is starting to crack.

VERA

Where are they?

SUBORDINATE #2

Inside the ship-

VERA

I KNOW THAT!

Subordinate #2 brings up a hologram model of the ship, the

intruders represented by a stream of moving dots.

SUBORDINATE #2

They’ve moved into the research

sector.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

The ALARM continues.

NOMAD COMPUTER

Listen friends, I’ll be forced to

shut down the propulsion drive in

(MORE)
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NOMAD COMPUTER (cont’d)
about one minute if you don’t enter

clear space.

QUINN

Curly, can you disable the Nomad’s

computer remotely?

He looks towards Curly’s hologram, but it displays nothing.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Curly?

INT. LOTUS HANGARS - DAY

Curly is away from the monitors, rumaging through a nearby

mini-fridge. Quinn can be heard YELLING faintly.

QUINN (V.O.)

Curly! Get your fat ass back here!

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

Quinn looks towards Felix.

QUINN

How do we fix this?

FELIX

If we destroyed the ship’s locator,

the computer wouldn’t know our

position.

QUINN

So what’s the problem?

FELIX

The locator’s on the outside.

NOMAD COMPUTER

Just a heads up, forty five seconds

until I deactivate the drive.

Lena and Xena unstrap themselves.

LENA

We’ll take care of this.

XENA

As usual.
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The Twins open an airlock hatch on the roof, climbing

through. Quinn and Felix watch, confused.

EXT. NOMAD

Lena and Xena’s heads pop out the hatch, their faces

flapping as the Nomad dodges laser fire and torpedos.

They climb out and skid over the roof, catching the tail-fin

of the ship. Xena rips off the LOCATOR, a small blinking

antenna, as Lena lowers her towards the exhaust.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

NOMAD COMPUTER

Fifteen seconds. I really mean it

guys.

Quinn turns to Felix as Zephyr keeps dodging the assault.

QUINN

Did you know the Twins could do all

this weird stuff?

FELIX

I had no idea!

QUINN

Me neither!

EXT. NOMAD

Xena dips the locator into the exhaust, charring it to

pieces along with her hand. She sniffs her now-visible

metallic skeleton, before they climb back to the hatch.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

The Twins drop in and strap themselves into their seats.

NOMAD COMPUTER

Where am I?!

Quinn looks at Xena’s hand, as Felix examines it.

QUINN

Guys we should really have a talk-
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ZEPHYR

Focus, Quinn. What’s next?

He checks the hologram model.

QUINN

Elevator shaft. But you’re not

really gonna-

Zephyr barrel-rolls, using another torpedo hole to enter a

large elevator shaft. She pulls up sharply, skimming the

shaft wall as the more inept navy pilots crash and burn.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

The dots move vertically through the hologram model.

SUBORDINATE #2

They’re moving vertically.

VERA

Where are they heading?

Subordinate #2 looks at her, worried.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

Zephyr narrows her eyes, throttling the Nomad up to eleven

as an elevator descends towards them.

ZEPHYR

(maniacal)

Perfect.

Quinn stares at her, horrified.

INT. FISHER’S SHIP - BRIDGE

Fisher, still at the head of the pack, GRUNTS panickedly.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

The shaft doors open in preparation for the elevator.

QUINN

Oh god I just want to live!

Quinn SCREAMS as Zephyr twists through the closing gap,

barely squeezing the Nomad between the descending elevator

and the open shaft doors.
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INT. FISHER’S SHIP - BRIDGE

Fisher GRUNTS defeatedly as the gap closes. His ship crashes

into the elevator, along with the remaining navy fleet in a

mess that would make Kiss concert pyrotechnicians proud.

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

Vera turns in horror as the Nomad spirals out of the shaft.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

Zephyr heads straight for the Viagris bridge’s front window.

ZEPHYR

Delivery for Vera!

INT. VIAGRIS - BRIDGE

VERA

Son of a b-

The Nomad crashes through the window. Vera and the rest of

her crew get sucked out into space.

EXT. OUTER SPACE

The Nomad leaves the Viagris drifting, completely crippled.

CURLY (O.S.)

So, what’d I miss?

EXT. OMEGA - DAY

The Nomad lands on the outskirts of a small tent city, the

uninviting, rocky landscape populated by farming spires.

A LONGMAN LEADER approaches, dressed in puffy Michelin Man

clothing. Zephyr and Felix struggle to carry the MacGuffin

off the ship, before letting the Twins take over with ease.

LONGMAN LEADER

That it?

Quinn looks at the glowing crate.
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QUINN

That? No, that’s just some soup we

had lying around.

(sarcastic whispering)

We forgot to refrigerate it.

The Leader smirks, amused.

QUINN (CONT’D)

You got our payment?

The Leader holds up a small CREDIT THUMBDRIVE.

LONGMAN LEADER

Were you tracked?

QUINN

Of course not.

Suddenly a lifeboat from the Anson falls through the sky,

shedding flaming chunks of its hull with every meter

dropped. Quinn doesn’t look as it crashes near the Nomad.

Howard steps out, battered and more than bruised. He waves

his gun, clearly inebriated with blood loss.

HOWARD

(slurring)

You’re under arrest!

QUINN

(sotto)

Goddammit.

Quinn finally turns around.

QUINN

Do you ever let up?! We were just

finishing what you started.

HOWARD

Not you moron.

(to the Longman)

For the purchase of illicit goods,

for inciting revolution, and for

disturbing the social order, you

are sentenced to life imprisonment

on Detroit Penal Colony.

The Leader smiles as a group of LONGMEN appear from the

tents. And their guns are bigger.
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LONGMAN LEADER

You picked the wrong side.

QUINN

Oh this was all his idea.

Suddenly five government ships drop out of the atmosphere,

hovering with ROARING engines. Thousands of GOVERNMENT

AGENTS rappel down, surrounding the Longmen.

QUINN (CONT’D)

Huh. Guess they had more ships.

EXT. OMEGA - LATER

Government Agents shepherd the now-shackled Longmen onto

their ships, as Howard looks on with pride. Quinn stands

abreast, watching his crew load the Nomad for departure.

HOWARD

You know for a degenerate criminal,

you didn’t do half bad.

QUINN

Is this the part where you tell me

I’m not such a bad guy?

The Twins fetch the MacGuffin, setting it at Howard’s feet.

HOWARD

No I still think you’re scum.

He sniffs something in the air, and bends down to

investigate the crate.

QUINN

Call me what you will, I’m not the

one sticking my head near a

radioactive mystery device.

Howard stands up quickly, eyes narrowed. He tosses Quinn the

credit thumbdrive.

HOWARD

As per the contract. But don’t

think I won’t find you when you

spend it illegally.

Quinn grins and walks away with the Twins.
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QUINN

I don’t think it’ll be that long

until we see each other again.

INT. NOMAD - BRIDGE

The mood is cheery as the Nomad drifts lazily, Omega an ugly

dot to its rear. Lena paints Xena’s arm, returning the

repaired flesh to its normal pasty white. Felix talks on a

monitor with his WIFE and DAUGHTERS.

Zephyr plugs the credit thumbdrive into the console, as

Curly watches with glee.

CURLY

Mmm, that’s the stuff. Yeah that

feels nice.

Zephyr is more nauseous than amused.

ZEPHYR

Shouldn’t Quinn be here for this

joyous occasion?

CURLY

Haven’t seen him since you took

off.

Zephyr furrows her brow and moves away from the console.

INT. NOMAD - CARGO BAY

Zephyr enters the tiny bay to find Quinn, an INJECTOR in his

hands. It glows MacGuffin green. She watches silently as he

presses it into his arm, closes his eyes, and sighs...

...but doesn’t inject himself. He opens his eyes and moves

the injector away.

ZEPHYR

What’re you doing?

Quinn jumps nervously.

QUINN

Oh this? It’s, uh, a new type of

drug. Just testing it out.

ZEPHYR

You switched out the real

MacGuffin?!
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Quinn grins.

QUINN

You’d be surprised how often the

Twins’ pea soup glows the perfect

shade of radioactive green.

ZEPHYR

(realizing)

You know what it does, don’t you.

Quinn stares at the injector for a moment.

QUINN

It’s an immortality device. It

grants its user everlasting life.

ZEPHYR

Well no wonder everybody was after

it. Why didn’t you just tell us

that from the start? Everything

would’ve made so much more sense!

QUINN

I could say it was safer for you

not to know. But honestly, it was

just fun to see you guys be

confused.

He laughs and tosses the injector into the airlock.

ZEPHYR

Howard will come looking for it.

QUINN

Let him. Wouldn’t want a prick like

that using it and living forever.

ZEPHYR

And you? The thought of never dying

isn’t tempting?

Quinn shrugs and closes the airlock door.

QUINN

Where’s the fun in that?

They smile as Quinn ejects the injector into space.

ZEPHYR

Where to now, captain?
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QUINN

We’ve got unfinished business.

INT. SCAVENGER HUT

Back on the asteroid, a group of SCAVENGERS play cards

inside a hut. It’s cobbled together from various parts of a

strange and rusted ship.

The door, an old hull-plate sloppily painted the "NESSUS",

bursts open as Quinn leads his crew in. The Twins brandish

cooking knives, Felix a wrench, and Zephyr her fists.

Hologram Curly takes a bite out of a burrito.

QUINN

I want my ship back you sons of

bitches.

The Scavengers HISS and take fighting positions, pulling out

spears tipped with electricity.

Quinn grins.

FADE OUT.


